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rt have worked closely with Rob Wade for over 8 years on community

boards and task forces. He is a bright, caring attorney who has been working

for positive changes in our county services on a constant basis. Rob doesn't
just talk about what he wants to change, he works to get things done

= J. | THIS WEEK...........cssccsccssssecssessssssvsssecssesseses OF

by consensus and team building. He has my unqualified support.”
—Kate Green, former Executive ee
noe pina, aaa ir connate

assess csciesinsnsccnseccenasosrorsovnnvensenepnieinoctoccnnnis
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In the Oct. 9 issue of The Lumberjack, it was incorrectly stated that Center Activities
owned the Arcata Pool. In actuality, Center Activities operates the poo! but does not

have stake in the ownership. The Lumberjack regrets the error,
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- California Civil Rights Initiative
Students, faculty fear effects of Prop. 209
{RNY stedicte td comemstig net
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last Thursday evening at the University Center
voice their oppositiqn to
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g her 20-campus tour, Dolores Huerta, founder

and vi

of the United Farmworkers union(UFW),

was the featured speaker
at the rally.
She askedwhy so few minorities and women were represontedlin this Seeube andl Congpiie, Huerta estimated, at the
present rate, it would take 350 years to achieve “ethnic and
gender balance” in

Sead
teen
ee n 209 has dropped
significantly
since she and her followers
began their rallying.

She said she was proud of the fact that the anti-Proposition 209 movement has spend no money for radio and
television publicity as of yet. Huerta and her followers
have
raised over $20,000 by passing a collection bucket at the

rallies they have attended. Along with
the money raisedat
sihat:Mitabiotiatin, din: Gindis wih-ins anode

edhe will

television advertisements to be aired closer to election time.
Steve Stamnes, a sociology department lecturer, dis-

cussed the myths he believes the media perpetuate regarding affirmative action.
“Affirmative action is a policy to encourage equal oppor-

tunity,” Stamnes said. “(It assures)
that jobs are
and equally accessible to qualified people; and let me stress
‘qualified.’
“That's what affirmative action is; that’s not what the

_established media,

i

said. “(They say) the purpose of affirmative action is to
ee
The media is doing a job of clouding and
the issue with hot-button
terms.”

~ iasiee eatin, 4 apedihealata sen tin deiner

General of California, said in a televised debate she believes
that “affirmative action” refers to more than just racial and
gender discrimination.
“The courts are notatallin
‘affirmative action’ means. The U.S.

tas to what the term
Court can’t

KEITH SHEFFIELD / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Delores Hwerta, co-founder ond vice president of the United
Farmworkers Union spoke ovt against Proposition 209 last week.
would open the door for discrimination against women.
“(Clause) ‘C’ would expressly permit gender discrimination in areas where the law never would have allowed it,” he

said. “(Clause) ‘C’ would have a profound effect on the law

in virtually eliminating protection against gender discrimi-

decide
what it means. The 3rd District
Court of Appeals in

nation under the California Constitution.”
Buck-Walsh expressed an opposing opinion on the mat-

California called it an ‘emotional, value-laden term which

ter.

ta o outreach programs for people who can’ read,” she

ests of women by claiming clause ‘C’ will result in female
Armageddon apparently assume that all women are

“The word is not meant to mislead; it is used to enlighten.

dunderheads,” she said. “They forgot women are smart

Stamnes also examined the idea of preferential treatment

Frazee, an attorney and political science and
woman's studies professor, said that Proposition 209 was
attacking the California Constitution.

spans the gamete from straight race and gender based

quo-

There is no universal definition of affirmative action.”

within the college system, alleging that more students are
being admitted to the U.C. system based more on the fact
that their parents attended college than because of affirma-

“Those who claim their motives are to advance the inter-

—
Carie

sie

tive action.

| See Proposition 209 debate, page 9
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UPD nets three in mushroom, marijuana busts
f over and play dead,” prefers “some hard lines.”

Webb is determined “not to

incidents on Sept.25, two

by Matt Bekice

The arrests of three people on campus
and psilocybin mushrooms should:¢end ;
message that such activity will not be taler-

dents of illegal drug sales or cultivation to
UPD.
“One message we are trying to get out to
the LGAs and the

found 10.5 ounces of suspected psilocybin
mushrooms in his possession.
students.
Officers were responding to a complaint
en Jolly, 19, with a College of
address,
was arrested and . ofa person acting
pate

TUMBERJACK STAFF

last month on charges of selling maryuana

advisers and students to report any inci-

dangeronus fireworks. UPD
of sio
and posses

the Re
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ated, Vice President for Student
Edward “Buzz” Webbsaid.
,

it.

tivation,

they

¢ should report it

“We're not going |

and we will re-

enc LORD

dead here,” he said.

spond immedi-

ately,”
he said.

red freshman

Webb also said
he was satisfiedso

ore

\, farthat residents have been cooperating and

|”

for felony possession, transporta-

fle of psilocybin mushrooms. Of-

-o
Alfredoe
- Benjamin Lowe:
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offic
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ate set for Oct. 1997;

- Harold Arres: convicted
of violating Health ang Safety
Code #11360
, transportation, sale, or gift of marijuana); was

ee

one
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Last semester, an undercover
police officer was hired to live in the residence halls. #

- Erin Schwafel: no status update available.
eee:

suspect

else first,”
he said.

on withcou

- Wendi Raifaisen: placed on diversion with cc
status review set for Jan. 1997.

they

mushroom sales.
3
have been no underGover police used this year, and thet chey
will only be used as a “last resort.”
fwe
have to (use undercover
police), we
I, but we're going to try to do everything

“ye

Cite Se

and
grams of mushrooms

af ine

which

;

‘reporting suspicious behavior, noting that

After
an investigation ere

ised in Redwood Hall since Fall of 1995,
d he has noticed a significant
drop in the

poount of drug activity on his floor this

“It’s a much cleaner environment this

eewnnes = year as compared to last year,” he

said,
| describing last year's second floor of Redilocye wood Hall as “drugs galore.”
Lord said he does not support the use of
undercover officers, but he would not re-

Students

spoke

out

against

the

administration’s actions and held protests
and a rally on the University Center Quad.
Instead of using undercover officers,
Webb said he has encouraged
living group

port any incidents of drug possession or
sales to LGAs or UPD.

“I have witnessed drug sales on campus
and I have not reported it, he said.
“I will never report it.”
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Giant Commons Parking Lot.
Three CD players, valued at

yee

stolen from the Greenhouse.

evdumennenies report of
on leashes growling at

each other near the University
Center Quad is filed. The area
is checked by UPD. One of the

e

equipment
valued at $1,200

canines,
secured by a chain, is

located. It is determined
there
is no violation.

¢ A puppy is reported
locked
in a vehicle with the windows

slightly cracked at the Library
parking lot. The animal is supplied with food and water and
determined
to be okay. A note
is left for the owner.
© Two dogs are tied to the
second floor entrance of Science D. The owneris contacted
and the animals are placed in a
vehicle. The canines
are later

released with a warning— to
the owner.

¢ 11 p.m. — Apossible
alcohol overdose at the first floor

6 Stereo

is stolen from a
vehicle at the

Resources

¢ A large
bag of health and safety contraband (marijuana)
is found in the

first floor men’s restroom of Science B. The contraband
is transported
to UPD.
© Oct. 10: A man is reported
sleeping in the shrubs of the Theatre Arts building.
The subject is
gone upon UPD arrival.
¢ An annoying
phone call is received at Balbanis House.
© Oct. 11: Between the hours of
12:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. four vehicles are broke into at the Jolly

Mai Kai Parking Lot. There
are no known suspects.

¢ A man reports being assaulted the previous night at
11:00 while walking onthe road

leading up to Creekview.

kb
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CENTER
Leather Lingerie
+ Leather Levis + Latex Attire
Vamp Weare Body Piercing» Erotic Toys
Oils & Lotions
+ Artwork» Books, Videos & CDs

We Offer the Finest Jewelry:

-

Gaundlet, Penumbra & Lucky
Piercing by

Oy/
..

=

Gaundet Seminar Attendees
Dean, Scottie and Darrell

442-5610)

S22

burehka

-V7)2
Vreata

© Oct. 13: A statement is
taken from previous
assault vic-

tim.

e A. black Specialized
Rockhopper mountain bike
with silver suspension forks valued at $800 is reported stolen
from the Library bike racks.
—Compiled by David Perry

Open 7 Days * 1lam - 6pm

2.

Visit our web site at:

W/

hep://www. sexual center.com/
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in the assault on a UPD officer
on Sept. 30 is spotted.

i,

i

southeast wall at Redwood
Bowl. First aid is administered
transport
of earlier intoxicated sub- for a nose bleed.
ject to residence is received. UPD
¢ Adiabetic
suffers an insulin
provides the
reaction near the snack bar at
¢ A 15-speed
men’s mountain . Redwood Bowl. The ambu-:
bike is relance staff atported stotends
to theviclen from the
tim.
outside
Asubjectis
north
end of
observed uriSiemens
nating near SiHall.
emens Hall.
e A broDue to heavy
caseload UPD
is unable to re-

AS

© Oct. 8: A vehicle

ee

¢ A juvenile falls from the

tively.
© Oct. 9: 2 a.m. — A request for

the description
of the one

en

rdoun
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(707)

call

288-0524

Hinrichs endorsed by Fish & Game

Wardens’ Protective Association.

“I am pleased to announce that the California Fish & Game Wardens’
Protective Association (CFGWPA) has endorsed your candidacy for the

Municipal Court Judge in the North Humboldt Judicial District.

Your history as a defender of the State’s resources shows all Californians that
you care deeply for everyone that enjoys and protects the environment. With
your history as a prosecutor, the California Fish & Game Wardens’ Protective
Association feels confident that with your election as Judge, the resources of
this state will continue to be safeguarded and secure for future generations.”

HINRICHS JUDGE
| TE

ER

[o;

att

Sincerely,

Cre.

Nicole A. Kozicki
President, CA Fish & Game Wardens’ Protective Association

P.0.
Bex 4659 © Arcata,
CA 95518 © (707) 822-0720 © Paid for by the Committes to Elect Joyce Hinrichs Judge © Marilyn Lewis, Treasurer 108 951781
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‘Wear jeans’ day leaves some students less than gay

Proud homosexuals ‘Come Out’ of the closet
amen

GLBSA.
The week-long event included
a movie

The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student

Association got mixed reactions from students during last week’s annual Coming Out
Week celebration.
Sandra L. Neumann, a member of
GLBSA, said that people were making “stupid comments” when she was sitting by the
information table in the University Center

Quad on Friday.
“A bunch of students right next to us
made me feel unsafe. We found out later that
they were athletes. They were laughing and
harrassing us. When I approached them I

table on the Quad. It was in celebrationof

i
glad
ace taae
F
“National Coming Out Day started in
1987 on the March on Washington,
when

ooo
coming to our meetings

some new

rights. Ever since then, Oct. 11 is
known as National Coming Out
Gaston said. “It was our deDay,”

ia csdhelaaaginats

dian wag

"qunecenabinie information

active members” now, Gaston said.

you're gay on Friday.”

on that,”
ive reactions
“Wegotsome
Gaston said. “People have said ‘I wearjeans,

An issue that frequently arose during the
week was the impact of Proposition 209,
which will take away preferential treatment

but I’m not gay.’

“I think most people here are educated

“But this kind of shows people
that it doesn’t matter what you look
like or what you wear. Anybody

enough and mature enough to understand

from anyyone else. The slogan did

ee

ea

2

could be gay. We're not different

make

a

event

known,

though.

People wostihitg teainioend

what homophobia is and why it ts wrong.

school and knew that Friday was

STEFAN GASTON

= National Coming Out Day.”

GLBSA co-chair

people. There are 10 to 15 “very

Gaston said, overall, students at

based on gender or race if it passes.
Proposition 209 will not effect gays and
lesbians directly, because affirmative action

assholes that ruined it, but that was a com-

He hopes the club will get more members
~~ the week.
‘A great number of people came by our
table On Friday, alot of people stopped by
0
et
a
wedo
and thifngs
like that,”
he said. “We also had
the Student Health Center, the Career Cen-

letely islolated incident,” Neumann said.
“A lotof people came by and gave us their

ter and the Northern California AIDS Cen-

and lesbians will have an even harder time

ter out there with us on Friday, which was

gaining acceptance.
“If we roll back the clock on the race and

really wonderful.

was: “Wear jeans if

This year’s

after this,” Gaston said.

”

like
a very safe place
to me,” Neumann said.
Neumann said she still considers the week
as a whole successful.
“I think that overall this week was excellent. We gota lot of support
and the message

support,” said Stefan Gaston, co-chair of

ior,” she said.

gays and lesbians marched for civil

table in the Quad drew a lot of

“It just so happened that there were some

ever be able to
discrimination = tee offanaa ther

night, discussion on current ballot issues, a
picnic,
an open house and an information . sities ofiagipas, and kopetiiy wt

felt really intimidated. There were no physical diveate or anything, but it just didn’t feel

got-out.

r discrimination, I don’t think we will

expect anybody to just
“We didn't
end say ‘I came out
up to the
come
today. N obody did that, of course. But we

does not benefit homosexuals, Gaston said.

A guest speakerat a discussion on Oct. 8,
Cary Frazee of the political science department, said if the proposition is passed, gays

Fall °96 Text

HSU and people in Arcata are more accept-

ing towards homosexuals than in many other
places in the country.
“I think most people here are educated

enough and mature enough to understand
what homophobia is and why it is wrong,”

he said.
Gaston said he hopes that Coming Out

Week will bring more gays, lesbians and
homosexuals to GLBSA’s meetings.

Books

Text books for the Fall Semester are

being shipped back beginning October 21"!
Last chance to buy Fall Text Books.

__The Lemberfock
The country formerly known as Burma

Students fast to raise awarness of Myanmar
Siew

Inc., among other companies, owns

———

Twenty-eight HSU students
they participated in last week's 48-

hour fast to free Burma.
The fast ran from noon Mon-

day to noon Wednesday, and its

purpose was to raise public awareness regarding the exploitation of
Burmese citizens. The fast was acknowledged in 57 U.S. universities, 10 U.S. high schools, and

Germany and India.
In addition to the fast, a candlelight vigil was held in the Univer-

Thein Tun, vice chair of the

Department of Commerce

in

Burma and owner of one of the
Burmese government’s banks, now
owns the plant that Pepsico uses.

Pepsico sells Tun the syrup and
other goods necessary to produce
the product.
The Shan Human Rights Foun-

600 of which died of snake bite,

sity Cen
Quad
ter
Tuesday, Oct.8.
“Mother Nature blessed us with
good weather,” said biology

0

fever and lack of medicine. The
canal was bought by Pepsico for
180,000 kyat.

sophomore Sean Armstrong.

Because the kyat, the Burmese

j

|
Dew, Slice, Taco Bell, KFC and

protesters ofthe military take-over

“I was overcome by the unity

currency, is practically worthless

Pizza Hut, were posted |astspring _ refuse toacknowledge the change.

ogy sophomore Chris Berri. “So
many diverse people werebrought
together to support the lives of
people they've never met.”
Armstrong helped organize the

_hadtofindawaytoma
profit
keaoff
of the trade.
| Documented on page seven of
the 1993 Pepsico shareholder's
report, Pepsico admits to the pur-

Dining Services and the Depot.
“The Depot has been very cooperative,” Armstrong said. He
saidthemanageroftheDepot“be_lievesinthe publicbeingeducated

created at the vigil,” said psychol-

fast. He said, “We're out here to

!

:

that the water used to make the
product is brought to the plant via
a canal that was built in March of
1994 by 60,000 Burmese slaves,

South Africa, Japan, Thailand,

|

;

sands of Burmese citizens to serve
as slave labor.

dation, based in Thailand, states

other schools throughout Canada,

|

f:

plants in Burmaand has taken thou-

by American standards, Pepsico _ in the Giant's Cupboard, the ‘J’

chase of; mung beans, sesameseeds

A democratic revolution began

_in Burma, resulting in the arrest
and assasination of hundreds of
Burmese citizens. Aung San Suu
Kyi, the leader of the National
League for Democracy party in

consumers.”

Burma, was placed under house-

educate the public.” Heisalsoone and rattan. Accordin
to the Free
g
Armstrong said he was happy
arre
by st
SLORC for five years.
of the co-founders of the HSU BurmaCoalition, thesegoodswere _ with the resultsof the fast.
The HSU chapter of the Free
chapter of the Free Burma Coali- then transpor
outside ted
the coun“We had a lot of people come Burma Coalit
is in the
process
ion
tion.
try and resold for more valuable up and were interested inhelping _ of planni
an education
ngal slide
Accord
to the Coalition
ing
, any currency.
out,” he said.
show presentation to show the bruforeign business involvement in
_Still an informal and unofficial _ Beginningin 198
the 8,
Burmese tality taking place in Burma. Also,
Burmastrengthensitsgovernment club on campus, the Free Burma _ government
was overthrown bya
the Coalition hopes to make pre-

and impedes the citizens’
move- Coalition publicized the interna- group of military generals known

|
|
|

ment toward democracy. Still,
someAmericancompaniesremain
in the
;
The group alleges that Pepsico

sentations at elementary and high

tional boycott of Pepsico products asthe State LawandOrderRestoschools in Arcata and Eureka and
_last spring at HSU. Signs encour_ration Council (SLORC). Since _ possibly assist Arcata High School
ing stutoden
boycottts
Pepsico then, the name of the country has_in the formation of its own Free
products, including Mountain _ been changed to Myanmar. Many
Burma Coalition chapter.
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Trimester system still an
option among others
_
This may include weekend classes, classes

by Aavelya Brevawe

by Internet or a change in the structure of

TUMBERJACK STAFF

The proposed trimester system that has

provoked discussion and concern among

HSU students, staff and faculty may be a
precursor to major changes at the univer-

sity.

The proposal is just one of the many
options the Flexible Calendar Committee
is looking at to deal with the expected
influx of students coming into the California State University system over the next
decade.
Keith Wagner, Associated Students
president and committee member, said the
committee met Oct. 4 to discuss questions
that were asked at a Sept. 25 town hall
meeting regarding the proposed calendar
change.
Atthe committee meeting, Wagner said,
there were documents containing the names
and questions of the students, staff and
faculty who spoke at the forum. There was
also a summary of written comments par-

ticipants submitted.

The concerns and comments raised at
the town hall meeting were listened to by
the committee, he said, and it has taken a

closer look at the trimester proposal.
CSU spokeswoman Colleen BentleyAdler said HSU is one of many schools in
the system involved in the trend oflooking
at different ways to serve the needs of
students and better use of the system’s

campuses.

the school year, such as the trimester.
Although there have been no decisions
made at HSU about the restructuring of the
school year, those involved agree that it is a
serious endeavor that will take along time to
sort out.

President Alistair McCrone said thateach
CSU has the authority to considera flexible
calendar and that HSU is pretty flexible as
it is.
“It’s a matter of getting people to think

about developing
things differently,” hesaid
of the flexible calendar concept.

“What the trimester does is add a third

framework in which todo things,” McCrone

said.
He said HSU has to look at how to better
serve the needs of students.
“What is best for our students? What
gives them the most options so that the
academic services of the university can be a

benefit to them?” he asked.
The trimester idea, McCrone said, is a
start.

;

“We're in an exploratory stage and that
one idea has attracted people’s attention,”

he said.
McCrone said that no matter what the
eventual outcome, overall, he has faith in

the HSU community.
|
“We've gotalot of very intelligent people
around here, including students,” he said.

“Among students, faculty and staff, we can
come up with some good ideas.”

1997 HARDROCK®

Former lecturer sues HSU, C SU
The oath was revised in the 1950s,

iy Leena Cotta
MANAGING EDITOR

the McCarthy era. As a result, state em-

A year after he was denied a position as
a part-time lecturer, H.A. “Bud”
Tillinghast is suing Humboldt State Uni-

ployees were sworn to bear faith and allethe constitugiance as well as to defend

iahe
for what
tem and the state of Californ
calls a violation of his religious freedom.
Tillinghast, a United Methodist Minis-

of his position and

versity, the California State University sys-

. ter, taughta World Religions class for four
when his
weeks into the fall 1994 semester
position was terminated because he re-

fused to sign the California Loyalty Oath.
“I would not swear ‘true faith and alle-

giance’ to the (U.S. and State) Constitu-

y damages, in-

cluding com
ion for the four weeks
he taught, which he said he wasn’t paid for.

“The money factoris the least significant
for me,” he stated. “However, it is only
through getting damages that pressure is
put on to change.

“I’m suggesting thatwe both contribute

tions because only God is the object ofmy
true faith and allegiance,” Tillinghast

to Amnesty International,
which deals with

“[ had a number of people tell me that

Claiming the FRA is unconstitutional,
the state of California
was the first to re-

havingto sign the oath,” he stated. “And 1,

spond to the lawsuit. Representatives for

stated in an e-mail interview.

they were troubled with the thought of

persons who really suffer because of their
stand of conscience,” he stated.

if anyone, have the possibility of doing
something about getting rid of (it). Thus,

the university were unavailable for com-

Tillinghast’s lawyer, David Anton, filed

tion Act is unconstitutional,” Alexander

e
to wrestle
the future will nothav
peoplein
with signing.”
a complaint on June 13 against the three

organizations claiming the oath, required
of all state employees, is in violation of the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act
of1993, said Kimberly Alexander, a
spokeswoman from Anton’s office.
“My primary concern is to get the oath

abolished or revised back to the simple,
clean version used for most of California’s

history,” Tillinghast stated.

ment.

ee:

“The defendant (the state)
filed amotion
claiming the Religious Freedom Restorasaid. “The court hasn't ruled on that yet.”
If it is determined to be constitutional,

the case will go to trial.

e

,

She said their law firm is handling five
cases representing people who object to
the oath for religious reasons.

“We hope to get, with at least one of

them, a precedent where either people will

not haveto sign the oath or that willallow it
to be modified.”
~
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Second ‘Friday’ lecture: diversity — then and now
Oy Us Manse
Dr. Lan Sing Wu has seen diversity change
at HSU ove
the years.
r

Ethnic diversity was the focusof
her First Friday lecture: “Diver-

for student admission, faculty
and staff to meet ethnic diversity

quotas.

“I don’t think we need to do

that now,” she said. “We need to

have students that are qualified
sity — Then and Now” on Oct. 4. and teachers who are qualified ...
She worked asaphysicianatthe There’s no need to change our
Student Health Center from 1977- standards because of color or eth1984 and is now a student in the . nic background.”

over60 program.

Wu said that now we need to

Born in Holland in 1934, Wu __ focus on “valuing diversity.”

also lived in China and Mexico.
She came to the United States in
1950 as a refugee.
“Diversity is a condition of be-

ing different ... and I know what it
feels like,” Wu said.
She said the ‘70s was when di-

versity became an issue at HSU,

along with affirmative action and
equal opportunity.
During this time she said the
university lowered its standards

“That means that you appreciate, that you recognize and you
understand individual differ-

ences,” she said.

“Diversity is not simply to be
tolerated,” she said. “It should

be nurtured, encouraged and
supported.
“I think there’s nothing worse
than being somebody different
than (to) have somebody (just)
tolerate you.

“I'd rather have somebody spit
at me ... than
(to have) somebody
who just shows me benign neWu said she is unsure why the
numbers have increased, except

that there are “lots of ethnically
diverse people who come from
Southern California” who want to
get away from the crowded cities.
“We need to have the very top
people
on this campus, orany company, accept the concept of valu-

ing diversity,” Wu said.

She said she challenges students
to value diversity
by treating someone as an individual — regardless
of color, age or sex — by studying

different cultures and through traveling.
“I hope (people) will find new
ways to tap into diversity — the
richness that we inherit in all our
diversities,” she said.

(WU MARZAN and PETE CHENARD LUMBERJACK STAFF

Proposition 209 debate * Continued from page 3
“The clear purpose of Proposition 209 is
toroll back thirty years of civil rights progress
that we've made in this country. The California Constitution guarantees us equal employment opportunities regardless of race,
religion, national origin, and gender. This
would change under Proposition 209.”
Frazee defended the purpose of affirmative action, saying that it is the only way to

make sure that discrimination
will not occur
in the workplace, schools or government.

“Affirmative action demands accountability from the universities, the corporations,

and the government. Without that, we have

no way of encouraging and supporting
change in our society,” Frazee said.
Buck-Walsh countered this opinion in
her debate last month.
“I don’t think thatanyone on either side of
this issue will assert that racism and sexism
do not exist in our society,” she said. “But I
certainly do not believe that one can maintain the moral superiority of condemning

any form ofracial and gender discrimination

in one breath and turn around and say ‘but
if the state sponsors it, it’s fine.”
Yases Nurdeene, a business owner from

"@nce during the Prohibition
J was forced to live for days
on nothing but food

Arcata, was the second speaker at the rally.
“I represent everyone who has a conscience ... a sense of morality. I represent
lots of things, but Proposition 209 only represents one thing.” he said. “If you vote yes
on Proposition 209, you are saying no to all
of those that will come after you; to all of
those thatare not Anglo-Saxon white Americans. What Proposition 209 says is that we
can go back to nepotism.”
Protesters of CCRI argue that Proposition 209 would erase the thirty years of effort
spent fighting discrimination.
Administrative studies professor, Nathan

AB AULT

LES
eee
SS

Smith, said “CCRI is only the tip of the
iceberg. There is a movement in this country to move back all the influence that was
made in the last thirty years, back to square
one.”
It was also argued that California serves as
an example for the rest of the country.
“If we don’t get it right here, the whole
country may be on its way down the tubes,”
Smith said.
HSU botany senior Jack Keener referred
to the anti Proposition 209 movement as a
“fight of dignity and respect and honor.”
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Airport to lose air traffic control center
By Katy Woes

“allow for more effective use of resources, direct user access to the flight

There’s an old saying in Humboldt
County, “If you don’t like the weather,

wait five minutes.”

The presumption that weather af-

fects all aspects of life on the North
Coastis perhaps felt strongest by pilots
flying into the Arcata-Eureka airport
outside of McKinleyville. But soon,

pilots may have more to worry about
than just changing weather conditions.
As part of government cutbacks, the
Federal Aviation Administration has

announced that it will close the air traffic control station at the Arcata-Eureka

airport.

Theannouncementhas caused controversy over how it will affect flying on
the North Coast.

UndertheFAA’s s Flight Service Consolidation

adopted in 1980,

317 other air traffic control stations

nationwide will close and be merged
into 6] automated flight service stations in the upcoming year.

The locally manned station will become part of the automated station in
Oakland. The automated system will

be installed next May and airport officials say it will be ready for operation
by next September, the expected date
the station will close.
The consolidation plan states it will

service weather data base and increase

timeliness anda

provided to the pilot.”

ofinformation

Under the consolidation, pilots flying into the Arcata-Eureka airport will
be able to call a toll-free number to get
recorded weather conditions or speak
with a person there.
By eliminating the air traffic control
station, jobs, and some say safety, will
be sacrificed in order to save mo
Six jobs in all will be lost, including
that oflocal weatherman and flight service station employee Jim Bernard.
Lynda Briggs, office manager for the
Redwoods Flying Club at Murray Field
in Eureka feels that the FAA should
have approached closing the stations
on a situation by situation basis.
She said, “I realize they have tomake
cutbacks, but I think they should look
at individual areas and the overall picture. Things happen here on the coast
that don’t inGaim places.”
Many believe private pilots flying in
and outtof the area will have the most
trouble dealing with the delayed or
mistaken weather reports from Oakland.
“The weather changes so often. Unpredictably, the fog will just roll in even
when weather reports predict clear
skies. I’ve seen it here at Murray Field,

it’s clear
at 3 p.m. and foggy
at 3:30,”
she said.
The lack of personnel to guide private pilots through uncertain weather
conditions is a major concern Briggs
said.
“It’s nice to have someone there to
look out the window and relay current
weather conditions. It’s nice to be able
tocall somebody and have (them) there
to talk to. It makes a difference,” she

said.
Briggs said the station has been able

ae

COMMUNITY EDITOR
Eureka is experiencing a new and
different kind of drug problem lately. It
is drugs which are free, legal and even

on trees.
Herbal drugs such as morning glory

seeds and jimson weed have become
the
of choice for young children

in
. Dozens of mostly middleschool aged children have ee taken
to area hospitals due to overdoses of
=
plants, mostly jimson
Ann Lindsay, Humboldt County
health officer, said the drug in jimson
weed seeds is very toxic in the same
dosage that causes hallucinations.
She also said the hallucinations are
often not pleasurable. “It can really
give a person a bad trip,” she said.
The plant can causeex
y negative

effects, she said. These in-

clude extreme anxie ae a
ity, seizures,
great
ty in
ee. atone elevated body
temperature and dangerously high or

low
pressure.
Ben Moore, a 14-year-old Eureka
resident has eaten jimson weed seeds.

n extre

hyper for several hours. Then they will
become unconscious for several hours.
When they wake up, they will hallucinate for three days.
Moore said he has never felt the full
effect of the seeds like many of his

friends because he has only taken at
most four at a time, where his friends

have eaten up to 14.
“I haven’t done it for a long time. It
scared the hell outofme. Youjust can’t
tell what’s real and what’s not,” he

said.
Lindsay said that is true.
“I’ve been told that even more than
other hallucinogens it makes you lose
touch with what is going on around
you,” she said.
Lindsay said she heard that jimson
weed is what witches ate in the Middle
Ages and is how they got the reputation for flying, “They thought they

to give pilots the most recent weather _
conditions and instruct them in certain
situations, including alternate landing
options.

“There have been times a person
(has told) commercial (cargo) planes
to land at Murray Field because it’s
been too foggy in Arcata,” Briggs said.
She said, “Commercial planes are
built for all kinds of weather and come
with advanced instruments, but the
general aviation pilot in his own small
plane doesn’t (have these features).
What aare
coer going to do?”

active in the pro-215
movement.

Rob Ramey, air trafic controller from Trinided, hes worked for the Arcete-Eerehe eltport
since 1979 and does not want to leave the area. He wants fo return here when
he retires.

Eureka teens eat toxic weed
He said it makes a

==

activist
for the San

A legal and free drug

by Rack Wiener

] 1

oy.
la

give amnesty fo

nate it from your body,” she said.
Kelly Haskins, a 14-year-old
Eurekan,
said he did not know what

was going on around him when he ate
jimson weed seeds.
“I’ve seen funny things hallucinating (onjimson weed). I saw my sisters
slippers turn into
and monkeys.

When they were dogs I thought I saw

them get run over by a car. Then they
turned intoa piece of crap,” he said. a
thought I saw a cigarette once, only it
wasn’t there. Only I didn’t know that.

It started talking to me.”
Haskins has been in an intensive
care unit twice after overdosing
on the

After being in the air for just a few
minutes, United Express flight 6605
made an emergency landing Tuesday evening.

otgterenchabatelnee
on the cause of the unexpected
land-

ee ns aaa
we took a

delinquent drivers
and make them pay
only 70 percentof
their citations,
$100
per infractionor

$500 per
misdemeanor,
excluding drunken

driving.

The new low is
oimedot
eliminating citation

in

r
” said
astation manager
for the airlines.
_
: peter barn, ag benibeac

seeds. He was taken there once by the

police after walking in front of a semi-

truck.

He said he has learned his lesson
and does not plan on eating the seeds
again.
“I think they should be extinct,” he
could fly and jumped out of windows
said.
and stuff. [imagine they got hurt pretty
Another Eureka 14-year-old who has
bad.”
eaten the seeds said a lot of other chilShe said the drug lasts so long be- . dren in Eureka have been doing it.
cause it slows the body’s intestines
“Since we overdosed a lot of other
almost to a stop, so the drug takes a people have,” he said.
long time to work its way through.
“Itjust
sits there. Youjust can’telimiSee Teens,
page 15

WOrivers
who hove
avoided traffic fines
for more than six
months
may be in
luck after Jon 1. A
new state
low will
go into effect which
allows counties to

backlogs ond
bringingin
additional revenue
to municipal courts.
The decision
to do
this will rest with
each county,
as will

the degree
of the

omnesty.

“We could smell something
»” Christina Wernick, whowas

wpncr te

daughter, said

raiycc pe
just

us

Hctestee done th tevand at

come back because there was an indication of smoke.”
Passengers were transported by
van to Crescent City later that
evening.

BA xiene

museum opened a
new exhibit
at the

Bayshore Mall.
Dinomaniais

sweeping
Humboldt County.
See story
on page
12.

, Oct. 16, 1996

Te

Dinosaurs invade Bayshore Mall museum
Francisco.
Collins moved here 10 years
ago when he was still a
febne: He calls himselfa “recovering attorney.” He left the legal
profession because he found it

By ook Wines
Cc

INITY

EDI

Dinosaurs are roaring, drowning out the conversations of everyone in the area. Their large heads

move around as they angrily show
their teeth. Is this the set of the new
Stephen Spielberg Jurassic Park
movie?
No, it is really the new exhibit at
the Redwood Discovery Museum
in the Bayshore Mall in Eureka.
Dinomania opened on Saturday

“I said, I’ve got to do something else. I want todo something

really productive,” he said.
“Something that is of an immediate and very tangible benefit for
the community, especially for

kids.”

to a crowd of over 700 people.

How does someone make the
career switch from lawyer to museum director?
“It’s called a leap of faith,”
Collins said. “It’s a big leap.
You've got to be OK with not

Museum Director Ken Collins
opened the museum last December because he was upset there was
not a good children’s science museum any closer to here than San

making money for awhile. You
have to haveaverysupportive fam-

ily. But a lot of

change ca-

reers three or four times in their
life. You just have to have your

business plan together and make

sure it works.”
The museum is operating in
Bayshore Mall rent-free until a
business wants the
. He is
looking
for a permanent
site for the
museum somewhere near downtown or Old Town.
“We hope that Dinomaniais
one

of the springboards to giving us

enough exposure, enough money,
enough wherewithal in the community in order to obtain a building, finance it and put our stuffin

it,” he said.

Collins said the space they have
now is 5,000 square feet but they

have the materials to fill much
more space.

In addition to being a museum
by day, the Discovery Museum
also hosts many activities at night
including Dinosnores, where

oe
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“The
They
want.
They

he said.

kids get to play adult roles.
get to buy whatever they
Mom can’t tell them no.
get to be the cashier, the

stock person, whatever they want.”

Also popular with the children

is an interactive anatomy and

querade parties.

physiology
exhibit and a fire truck
and ambulance.
Early next year the museum will
get its own planetarium anda toddler center as an area exclusively

“We're trying to make it available 24 hours a day, seven days a

sometimes get pushed around by

children spend the night at a science-themed slumber party.It
also hosts birthday parties, adult
parties and Halloween and mas-

week,” he said.

Collins said the most popular
activities for children are the interactive ones.
“We have a kids’ supermarket,

‘Muas
91.1

supported by the Co-Op,”

for the smallest children, weil

the bigger ones.
A lot of the work on the toddler
center is being done by an HSU
intern, Polly Twig. She is a senior

See Dinosaurs, page 17
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Teen center topic
at town forum
Attempting
to build a teen cen-

Copter
may help budget
deficit
in Blue Lake

ter in Arcata will be the topic at a
meeting of the Arcata Community
Forum Oct. 19. The group has
been meeting since F
eye
attempt to build support
idea. Itwill take
room at 9:30

p.m. For more infor-

mation call Carol Heaslip at 822-

creay ase Teal
be sold to hel

copter was seized in a marijuana
raid Sept. 18. Itis worth $60,000.

oft

Cohdias

Aton Seder

Segoe

ea

"s new

oe . Rico, Blue

raid yielded 200 marijuana
plants.

Blue Lake losing
most
bus service soon
Students
living in Blue Lake will
have a tougher time getting to
school if they do not own a car.
The Humboldt
Transit Authority
announced bus service to Blue
Lake will drop to two days a week
inning Nov. 5.
in Blue Lake on Tuesdays and
Thursdays
at9 a.m. and 2:55 p.m.
The City Council had discussed
discontinuing bus service alto-

Bole will speak in
EurekaTh

Rett
tek.
Adornicenter at5:30
p.m. Thursday in support of her husband.

Recyclers
get grant for

Storytellerto spin tales
from all over world.

8850.

Locals

motor oil disposal

and teacher
Dan

O'Gara will be hostinga

storytelling program in the Eureka
Public Library at 2 p.m. Oct. 19.

He has developed fis multi-cultural tales from numerous trips

abroad in Asiaand South America,
as well as using Yurok, Norwegian

and other folk tales from all over
the world.

The Arcata Community Recycling Center will use a $38,000
grant awarded to them by the state
to redesign and build a “Do-ItYourself Motor Oil
e Station” to allow residents to change
and recycle their own oil.
The effort is expected to attract
new users and cut down on illegal disposal of used oil. -

Uncle Sam wants you
to be in the military
The deadline
is Oct. 31 for Rep.
Frank Riggs, R-Windsor, to ac-

cept applications for nominations
for West Point, the Air Force Acad-

emy, the Naval Academy or the

Catan Marines for the school
ing in 1997.
ont office said applicants

be between 17 and 22 years
and possess
skills,
eas aptitude and be moti-

vated. For more information call
Alice Demushkin at Riggs’ Napa
office at (707) 254-7308 or 1-800723-0201.
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0 Theow Preble
O Couradt Foods

Cheap health
exams at

& Cookware

Planned Parenthood

O Bees & WineM

_ Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
women’s health exams
cat on Theeodey, Oct. 24. The

exams include pap smears, breast
exams and heart, lung and thyroid
exams. Also offered are free and
low cost tubal ligations
for women
and vasectomies
for men. For an

‘ appointment call 442-5709.
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Offering relief

We bring you the world!

Eddie Dill, 9, sells lemonade and some of his toys to raise money to buy a

raincoat for his dog, Bonnie, so she will not get wet on walks.”
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”

Pier said the tone of Riggs'’s ads reflected

repeat violations and defines “health in-

surer.”

Who will it affect?

that “Prank
dat

my da

politi

should stop cplking

*sdeath to further

of Retired Pertem, American Association
International

Who will it affect?
Health care professionals, patients,

health care organizations and insurers.

who— Ralph Nader, Harvey Rosenfield,
California Nurses Association, California
Psychological Association, Consumers
Federation of California, actors Christopher Reeves and Ed Asner and musician

for Patient Rights
Union, Californians
why — Supporters say that this initiats and doctors
tive works to
HMOs and health
against the

Bonnie Raitt.

vented by this initiative is the intimidation
and incentives used against doctors to

patient care, end arbitrary denial of medi-

insurers who care more about money than
health. One of the main concerns pre-

decisions
on the basis ofhow
costly they are to the company.

venbitiona.”

who — Taxpayers Against Higher
Health Costs
why — They say this initiative doesn’t
do anything that existing laws don’t already do and costs taxpayers too- much
money. None of the money this initiative

-| will use will go to cover uninsured people '
which would be a better use of the money.

why — Prop 216 outlaws bonuses to
doctors for withholding treatment, bans
gag rules, establishes safe staffing levels,
bans the use of untrained personnel for

cal treatment, bans the sale of private medi——?
calrecords without
detailed}
for insurance
increases. Sanporeere aly divtaieinios il
save taxpayers money.

Opposition:

?

who— Taxpayers Against Higher Health
Costs, California Chamber of Commerce

why — The taxes and creation ofanother
baneneniaaer eee
to higher heal

care costs for citizens

CHANCES
CHAN
ARE

ae
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2. Assesses taxes for certain _

Supporters:

who— State employees retirement sys-

sons, Service

1. Establishmentofnonprofit publiccorporations for consumer advocacy.
structure changes.

Supporters:

Commercials aired earlier this month by

The same as 214, but adds:

wad

forcement actions, provides penalties for

What is Proposition 2167

ops

establish criteria for payment and faculty
staffing and to release tax return and other
financial information to the public.
3. Authorizes public and private en-

the voters on Nov. 5.”

be cidenasly be determined by
“That will be

Read the Community
section for coverage of
the1996 election.
@

2. Requires health care businesses to

getting his message out effectively, he would
and observed
not release any polling results

both campaigns became a topic at the lastof
three debates between Riggs and Alioto in
personally, I think they have nothing to do Napa on Oct. 9.
Pier said. “In con- In an ad aired earlier this month, Riggs
issues,” ive
with substant
that is used the Polly Klaas case to cast Alioto as
trast ours cite his record. If he feels
Klaas’
of ge
news foota
negative I think it is because he has a record softon crime, featuring
of not supporting workers on the North convicted killer Richard Allen Davis foltoa
lowed by Alioto
Coast.”
penalty.”
death
the
But Riggs campaign manager Beau Phelps “I am not in favor of ar
ther Mak Kin oe
AFL- goting Ka
ls
by the
cia
sponsored
cited commer
own support
hed
CIO, which has launcit’s
seemingly negative tone the campaign has

courage health care professionals from
informing patients about possible treatments.

Health care professionals, patients and
health maintanance organizations and insurers.

his own poor record on those same issues.
Riggs ads attack Michela
M
“] think Mr.

for Democrats
in a number of
hotly contested districts, as the source of the

1. Prohibits HMO gag rules that dis-

#2F

by sources such as Congressional Quar-

regulate health care businesses in several
ways:

y

~ your bead store % open daily

_on the Plaza % qircata %® 826-9577

Z&£te

“That's why we've been very careful to cite
the particular vote and numbers compiled

. 214 is an initiative that would

eos

’ taken.
in this race has been com“The negativity
TUMBERIACK STAFF
in labor,
ing from Miss Alioto’s supporters
As the 1st District congressional race en- whe have been lying about Congressman
ters its final stages, campaign managers for Riggs’ record,” Phillips said. “The voters
information as posneed as much truthful
incumbent Frank Riggs and challenger
sible in order to make an informed decision.
Michela Aliotoare blaming each other’scamAnytime lying becomes part of that process,
paign for the tone of television ads both
the process is
candidates have criticized in recent weeks.
“Miss Alioto knows these ads are false,
Alioto campaign manager Tom Pier said
Alioto’s ads have emphasized support for and she has the means to have them
stopped,” Phillips said. “Congressman
issues such as Medicare, education and lato do that and she’s
attacks.
has asked her
Riggs
bor, as opposed to making personal
“This election is a referendum on the refused.”
Although Phillips said the campaign's
104th Congress, and so that has been the
TV ads are
focus of our media program,” Pier said. surveys generally indicate Riggs’

By Bevid Contiand

What is Proposition 2147

&

Ist District congressional
race centers on personal issues

Se& rr
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Teens

in Monterey,

The youths said they thought a
hundred or so other youths were

used

“We haven’t had anything else
since that. We work very closely

with our families so I think we
would know. I hope we will never
like that.”
haveany other
James Still, another 14-year-old
said he knew

Eureka resident,

that some students took the seeds

There's no way around it.”

at Zane Middle School and
thought there were probably some
at elementary schools but thought
the biggest problem was at Kelly
Haskins’ school, Community.
Community school is where Eu-

The youths said their main supply of the seeds
was a house across
from Jefferson Elementary on B
Streetin Eureka. They could walk
in the front yard and getup to 200
seeds at a time.

reka sends students who are re-

Rita Moore, Ben’s mother, said

moved from Zoe Barnum. Zoe
Barnum is the school for kids who
get removed from other schools.
Still and Haskins said alotof the

the property owners who have the
weed on their
should be
notified about the effects and ento remove them.

Community school kids take the

Lindsay said she did not think

seeds, some of them every day.
Josie Johnson, the school nurse

to do this.

at Zane, said she knew there were

a few students taking the seeds but
did not think it was a big problem.

” she said.

nochance
has taken
Howeve
rsh
es.
“Last year after the firstincident
at Winship (middle school), I went
into every science class and talked

Lindsay said parents can try to

go around and tell their neighbors
and try to eliminate it.
Rita Moore said

with talks

County,” and the repeated

to many of the classes.

moveup to harder drugs like mushrooms and LSD when they got
older.
Lindsay said hallucinogenic
_ plants are a constant issue in Eureka. “Kids are going to do drugs.

in their

jumping contest honor-

dealt with it

“I don’t
see it as the role
of the
Health
t to go around
and tell
what they can have

do not

to them about it,” she said.

know their kids can walk down the

“Idon’tthink anindividual plant
is the problem,” she said. “ Why
kids are doing drugs is the prob-

street and get high on a very toxic

substance just by picking seeds

from someone’s garden.
Rosie Westinis the school nurse
at Jefferson Elementary. She said
she was shocked to hear about the
large number of vines next to her
school. She said she did not think

a campaign to stop a frog

there were any Jefferson students
using the seeds because the school
had a problem with students eat-

ing Mark Twain’s story,
“The Celebrated Jump-

ing commercially sold morni
glory seeds to get high sil had

grades because it was legal and eas-

that it was

Clarkburg, W. Va.

rights activists launched

* Contiawed
from page 11

eating the seeds .
They said it was a

animal

i$ .

lem. This stuff grows all over the
place, even if you cut down every
trumpet flower(another term for
jimson weed) it will just be something else next. We need to address the issue of educating kids.”

ing Frog of Calaveras

ox dannii

RU-486 will be
available next year
The Food and Drug Administration said recently that
it is ready

to approve the abortion pill RU-

486 when it receives information

sively called the activists
“frogste
and “religious
rs” zealots”
and insisted the frogs were treated

well and returned to the wild after
the contest.

on howitwill
be made and labeled.
The population council, the
non-profit group that has the U.S.

rights to the drug, said it will provide the
information
soon and the drug should be in

Militia groups are still

plotting

land. In severalillustrations Froggy
is depicted as a
stealing, smoking
holding a gun as
from police, who

1930s gangster,
a cigarette and
he speeds away
are portrayed as

Cats.

Also last week at Cannery Row

The campaign of Republican
presidential candidate Bob Dole

had a difficult time getting a cam-

Seven members of the West Vir-

ginia Mountaineer Militia were
Council had the rights to the drug arrested on Friday for plotting to
donated to it by the French maker
blow up three federal government
of the pill who feared anti-abortion . buildings which housed, among
testers
and decided not
to marother things, large FBI offices.
t the drug here.
The militiamembers apparently
believed the buildings would be
used as springboards for a United
Nations invasion of the United
Frogs being used as
States to impose a “new world orpolitical footballs.
der.”
Complaints from conservatives
A disenchanted member of the

Courtin” from library shelves last
week in Baltimore County Mary-

Government investigators are
divided about the cause of the crash
of TWA flight 800. Investigators
are now in twogroups.
Those with
the National Transportation
Safety Board are now leaning towards the mechanical failure
theory while those at the FBI still
insist it must have been a bomb or
missile that caused the plane to
crash last July.

Dole finally has a song

doctors offices by the middle to
end of next year. The Population

forced library officials to remove
the book “Froggy-Went-A-

TWA crash still a
mystery

group became an FBI informant
and tape recorded their meetings.
The group was working on a fuelair bomb which would have
enough force to devastate an area
the size of two football fields.
When arrested they possessed
large amounts of plastic explosives,
TNT, blasting caps and had received the design maps to the new
$200 million FBI complex in

paign theme song. First it tried
“Soul Man,” the classic Sam &

Dave song, modifying it to “Dole
Man.”
A lawsuit was threatenedso
the campaign went to Bruce
Springsteen’s“Bornin
the U.S.A.”
until Springsteen objected. Now
the campaign is using “American
Boy” by Eddie Rabbit, whois very
happy to have Dole use the song.

Everglades health to be
restored
President Clinton signed a bill
to spend $150 million to preserve
Florida’s Everglades by restoring
a flow of clean water to the national
park. The Everglades have been
hurt by canals which inadvertently
allowed sea water in and a persistent drought in South Florida.
The law, signed last week,

See Clips, page
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1&2 Bedroom Apts.

$450 to $625 per mo.
3 Bedroom

Shared Units

$255 to $285 per mo.

$10/mo. for
furnished apt.

Includes:

24-Hour Property Mgmt.
Computer Lab
Recreation Room

Laundry Facilities
Free Cable TV
Some Apts. - Paid Utilities
LocatedAt

1935H

St.
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TheCaliforniaBoardofForestry

pa restraining
8

order preventing

salvaged timber in

old-growth groves.

According to E.P.L.C., the sal-

failed to enact emergency regula- _vage logging cannot continue, be-

tions last Wednesday that would _ cause it causes damages to living

have put an end to PacificLumber _ trees.

peri

ac

g U.S. cities.
crack into
introducin

Forest Service chief

CIA Is spying on itself

When smoke gets in

announces resignation

your eyes

Ward Thomas announced his res-

that cigarette smoking has yet an-

middle road in disputes between

t

for a change

ignation last week. Thomas took a

Two major new studies indicate

CIA is expanding and

he

U.S. Forest Service chief Jack

g ion over
the investigat
lengthenin
sold. se iil

otherharmful side effect; it doubles

environmentalists and the timber

est floor in its wake,” Cecilia

(igectogi

tothe Nicara-

causes of sight loss among older

$foups. The views of his succes-

Lanman

21 Carried out by the Jus- both conducted at Harvard uni81.04

“PacificLumberisdraggingout

The vote was 4-2in favor ofthe

Forestry has nine members, afifth

“Within oneday after thestar-up

votewasneededtoadopttheemer-

eer

——

gaan in
was instrumental

water resources across the coun-

) osher the

Co.’s salvage loggingin Lawrence

petition, but because the Boardof

aad

papel gon ‘>

series of articles ranin the San Jose

cae protect

oa

a.

;

vestigations were launched after a

CorpsofEngineers

stop

by Rape Splieg
i

5

stated.

of E.P.1.C.

pi

gon

sor will have a great impact on

people. Both studies, which were

arte Se are

logging issues in the future.

operations PL had violated the

conditions by removing standing
gency rules.
“We basically lost, even though _ trees.”
t with the
Under an a;
we had the majority of the votes of
_state, PL officials said they would
those present,” said Kathy Bailey

ng
minimize the risk to standitrees
of the Sierra Club.
utions.
Bailey stated in a news release _ by taking more
Bailey said the Sierra Club is
that the two opposing votes were
working on new strategies to prefrom timber industry representatives from Georgia Pacific and
Simpson Timber.

_ vent PL from continuing logging.
“We are continuing to broaden

Environmental Protection Infor-

concerned about Headwater for-

The petition, sponsored by the _ the coalition of people that are

mation Center of Garberville and
the Sierra Club, would have prevented salvage operations in red-

_ests. Basically, our general stratmoresand
owi
to bring
egy rightn
_ more people into familiarity with

acres ofits timberlandin Humboldt

A rally will take place on Sun-

wood groves of 20 acres or larger.
a salvage exempPL obtained
tion last year on about 180,000

_the issue,” Bailey said.
Earth First! is planning more
demonstrations for next week.

County.
The salvage logging, which

day on the Arcata Plaza to gather
support for demonstrations the

started last week, was subject to a

Arcata to

i

after _A bicycle ri
24-hour banlast Wednesday,

d ksapahemloc
cke
PL knodown
ling while removing a fallen tree.

Work resumed on Friday after PL

conferred with state officials.

ae

the Humboldt County Court
HouseinEurekawilltakeplaceon

Tuesday, to show support
jai
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Dinosaurs

The

> Combianed
trem page 12

point and the museum has about

majoring in Child Development
and Environmental Education.
“I come in here to do my hours
I’m supposed to and then I do
more because I’m getting some-

thing
out of it too, “ Twig said.
Twig said the museum
is largely
supported by its
volunteers. Youths 8 years-old and up
can volunteer and many do. Almost 100 have worked at some

wRoas
i

Only

abe hes

20 hard-core volunteers.

The dinosaurs at the museum
are very large and are robotic.
Their heads move around and

their mouths open as they roar.
Many of the dinosaurs are half-

sized, so they are huge. The
apatasaurus is 30 feet long and

some are even

,

All this can make the museum

scary for the smallest children so
they are first taken to the smaller

dinosaurs, one of which is open,
revealing its robotic parts so the
children can see it is not alive.
Josh Chesney,
a volunteer who
is in the sixth grade at Marshall
, Said some kids get re-

ally upset, but its part of his job to
help them get past that.

“The real little kids get scared,

but not after they learn what the
dinosaurs
are and how they work.

I do that. I help them learn about
all the stuff here.”
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November 5
It’s your right!

EXPERIENCE THE ARTIST
In You!
¢PAINT - DECORATE - GLAZE
From A Wide SELECTION OF
UNFINISHED POTTERY
¢GREAT SELECTION OF ECLECTIC
GiFts & FINISHED CERAMICS
e LOCAL ARTISTS FEATURED

Roaster!

10% Student Discount when you
show your student I.D.
837
H Street
Arcata,
CA 95521
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Marilyn
November

best

Choice For

Po

5

Judge!

J

“1 know no finer person, nor one with a more suitable combination of skills and temperament.
Marilyn’s high standards and personal style gain her the confidence and the respect of those with
whom she works and those whom she serves.”
Honorable Cruz Reynoso, UCLA law professor and former California Supreme Court Justice

. “Marilyn Miles is an excellent attorney and is, without doubt, our Best Choice for Judge."

John R. Stokes, Arcata Attorney

“Marilyn is a warm and friendly woman who is highly respected in the community and who is known
for her fairness, integrity, and dedication."

Joy Sundberg, Community Leader and former Trinidad Tribal Chairperson

Fo 18 years experience as an attorney including Directing Attorney, California indian Legal Services

= . Practiced before all levels of State and Federal Courts and has appeared before the United States Supreme Court
Paid for by the Committee to elect Marilyn Miles Judge

The Lumberjack

Louis Mihalka, D.C.
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We always have GREAT MUSIC and a DOWN TO
Baptist Church 2450 Alhappens Sunday Nights at 7:30 P.M. at Trinity
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esports injuries
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7:20.
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Macintosh Performa 6400/180
The Apple Macintosh Performa 6400/180 is
one of the most powerful, expandable, and easy-touse multimedia computers you can get for your
home. Continuing Apple’s multimedia leadership,
its robust features and high-quality pre-installed
software make it an ideal system on which your
whole family can learn, create, and communicate.

Only —

$1,849 ©
While supplies last.

A state-of-the-art RISC-based PowerPC 603e

processor running at up to 180 megahertz delivers

| the performance you need to run an abundance of

powerful multimedia applications.
The Performa 6400/180 computer also
includes a host of features. A built-in 8x-speed CDROM drive delivers smooth video and audio. A 64bit video architecture and 1 megabyte of video
memory provide high-quality video and realistic
graphics on monitors up to 17 inches (diagonal
measurement) in size. The system also features 16bit CD-quality stereo input and output, SRS surround sound, and a subwoofer speaker — a combi-

-nation that will add a whole new audio dimension
to your multimedia experience.

Features

3

* 180-MHz PowerPC 603e processor »
* Internal fax modem supports speeds up to 28.8-

Kbit/s data and 14.4-Kbit/s electronic fax send/
receive as well as speakerphone and digital
answering machinecapabilities

MultiScan 14” Dieplaysoue

aie $325.

MultiScan
15” Displayoam.

$429

* Built-in 8x-speed, tray-loading CD-ROM drive

Requires Display Adapter Kit for use with Macintosh Il family, LC, 8° 4, 8° MGC or 4°8 video

* Comes with 16MB of RAM (8MB on logic board
and 8MB in one DIMM socket)
* Internal 1.6GB IDE hard disk drive

cards, PowerBooles, DuoDocks. Kit not required for Powerihac, Mectetcah Contris\Qucdira, UC iif,
LC 475, Quadra 605 or Display Cand 24AC

AppleVision 1710 Displayoumn

$909

Requires Display Adapter it for use with Macintosh H family, LC, 8° 24, 8°4GCor 4°8
video cards, PowerBooks, DuoDocks. Kit not required for Powerldac, Macintosh Centris/

Macintosh Performa 6400/180 werenva
,

Quadra or Display Card 24AC.

”

Prices are for HSU Stedente, Kell, and Faculty eniy. Proof of enrolimene or employment is required. lems

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00PM a, b¢ subject to availability from manufacterer. The computer industry is fest paced and changes occur dally.

Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday
& Sunday
Phone:
826 - 5848

As a result, the HSU Bookstore cannot be held responsible for any change in price, or updates to product lines,
afer the merchandise
has been purchased. All items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require

The
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It’s a bird!

It’s a plane!
It’s...

Oct. 16, 1996

Super
The purposeof the programis to develop taller, straighter

pos

and faster-growing trees on less land.

Who says you can’t teach an old tree new tricks?
Technicians at Simpson Timber Co., located east ofBlue
Lake, have spent several years developing a program to
create “super trees” — scientifically produced clones of
physically and genetically superior redwoods.

Cultivating super trees also increases productivity by
allowing Simpson to harvest wood every 50 years, rather
than following the typical 100-year harvest schedule.
Simpson’s endeavors come at a significant time because
avai
land labl
capable ofharboring
e redwo
trees isod
dimin-

ishing, and strict regulations on logging have made it diffi-

1,Cloning

cult for timber companies to keep up production.
Simpson Nursery Superintendent Glenn Lehar said there
are few options for timber companies in a world that places
such a high demand on wood.
“The only way for us to improve is to stop demand or
grow more timber on fewer acres, and grow it more productively,” he said.
Here’s how the process works:

4.Breeding/Pollination

To begin the cloning process, technicians at Simpson

The next step in the process is breeding.
In December, redwood cones open to a 45 degree angle
toallow for pollination. Normally, pollen from nearby trees
would attach to the cone and eventually produceaseed. But
technicians from Simpson can’t risk tainting their female
super trees with pollen from non-super males, so they
control the pollination process.
The tree scientists use a syringe to inject the super tree
cones with pollen from another super tree. The cones are
then covered with a sausage casing.
“(The sausage casing) acts as a chastity belt. It prevents
any pollen from rogues out here in the field from contaminating our super mothers,” Lehar said.

select one coast redwood tree per every 1,000 acres of

Simpson land. Selection is based on the height of the tree

and the rate at which it grows.

Three cuttings are taken from each of the 250 selected

trees.

Lehar said the part of the redwood that is cut “thinks”it

is a young tree again and will grow like a young tree, even if
its actual
age is 70 years.
This phenomenon is known as rejuvenation.

‘

My

“We know that by physically making multiple cuttings,

we can rejuvenate tissue,” Lehar said.

3.Growing

5.Germination

The cuttings are placed in progeny sites, which are plots

of land that range from poor to good soil quality.
By using soil quality as a control, technicians eliminate
the possibility that soil could be affecting the growth rate of

iss)

Ps

When the super cones close, the casing is taken off. The
following October, the seeds are removed from the cones
and taken to the Simpson tissue culture laboratory, where
they are allowed to germinate, or sprout.

font

the tree.

“The idea is to get enough sites spread out so that you can
test strictly for genetics,”
Lehar said.
The trees remain in the progeny sites fora 10- to 15-year

4

After germination, the seedlings are placed in jars of
auger to grow for approximately two to three years. The lab
houses up to 12,000 seedlings.
The seedlings that have fared well in the lab are then
placed in progeny sites similar to the ones that harbored
their super parents. They are allowed to grow for 12 years
and become the first generation of super kids.

a

growth period. After this time, technicians evaluate which

trees have the grown the tallest. Genetic qualities such as

branch angle, fiber differences and density of the crown, or
head of foliage, are also taken into account.

Of the trees originally selected, 25 percent are now
deemed super trees.
ie

7. Cycle begins again

“By testing these trees statistically, we
that they'll
be 20 percent genetically improved individuals (compared

to non-super trees),”

19

In the meantime, foresters have taken clippings from the
super kids to begin an orchard of super grandkids.
“It’s kind oflike painting the Golden Gate Bridge,” Lehar
said. “When you get done painting it, it’s time to start over

said.

with the other side.”
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Although tree cloning may produce big| 8 better redwoods, it also brings up serious issues of environmental ethics.

Judy Bari, Earth First activist, accuses
timber companies who use cloning procedures of creatin
g problems within the
major

[ ree

forest
re

——

| } ; A , a

eC?

.

One issue of debate is the importance of be.”
variation within the forest environment. By —_Lehar said thatissues ofbiodiversity, or

planting

only those trees that have been

aE
for specific genetic traits, timber
companies could risk upsetting the natural
balance that exists in the ecosystem.
Glenn Lehar, nursery superintendent for

“A crisis is being created
and ,wemay not
see (the effects) for another 50 years,” she

Simpson Timber Company, said that tree
cloni
has ng
had no proven damaging effects

nes
ee.
are going to

“Science doesn’t know a lot about this
subject,” he said. “There is ous a coe]
speculation about what the effects wo

said. “Timber companies are really creating _ on the environment.

of

ee

cay
the consequences

variation, are not major concerns for

Simpson Timber
= “The biodiversity you might change
would be ... by taking the less vigorous

trees out of the forest stand,” he said.

“And I don’t know how a less vigorous
tree would be a positive thing for the

forest.”

Another potential problem is widespread disease. By selecting trees with

Seo Bie,

20
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or Eel River fish decline
PG&E dams blamed ‘for
@ Conservation group
presents restoration

plan, criticizes PG&E
for inaction
By Peter Sclacce
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A small hydroelectric facility
near Ukiah is a major culprit in the
decline of Eel River trout and
salmon habitat, according to California Trout, a fisheries conserva-

tion agency.
An ongoing study on the Eel by
the Department of Fish and Game
shows the river’s Steelhead trout
counts decreasing from close to
10,000 in the 1940s to one hundred at present.
Steelhead are being considered
for placement on the endangered
species list along with Coho
salmon, which also populate the
Eel.
The Potter Valley Project(PVP),
a series of dams on the mainstem
Eel owned by Pacific Gas & Electric Co., currently diverts up to 85
percent of the river’s natural flow
into the Russian River to generate
hydroelectric power for California.
“In the fall, these fish can’t migrate upstream to spawn because
of the diversion,”

said Tom

Weseloh, North Coast manager for

California Trout. “Downstream
migration is also difficult.
“There is less turbidity, which

makes it easier for predators to get
them.”
A 15-year long Cal Trout study
concluded both power and fishery
needs can be satisfied through their
Natural Flow Management plan.
The plan calls for the flow from
the PVP facility to be regulated to
mimic natural river conditions.
“This plan will benefit fish by
roving more flow of the Eel
River to fish when they need it the
most — during upstream and
eee

“They haven't done a
damn thing even though
they know it could be
beneficial to fish.”

Things
I Can Get
_at the Denny's
in McKinleyville
yes no

tiveness of this plan weighs heavily
on how flows will compare with
natural ones.
“It should mimic natural flows
like in unregulated rivers,” he said.
“Having huge yearly variations (in
water flow levels) is important.”
Weseloh said PG & Ehas shown
little interest towards putting this
plan into action.
“PG& Ecanimplement this plan
at any time if they wanted to, but
they haven’t,” he said. “If they

in depletionof the Eel
and Coho salmon

Regulatory Commission, because
they have the power to make them
(PG & E) do this.”

Cal Trout North Coast Manager

downstream migration,” Weseloh
said. “Right now, (the fish) are get-

ting very little of the water needed
for their runs.”
Weseloh said the plan could have
significant ramifications for other
rivers where water diversion is occurring.
“It is definitely good for fish,”
said Terry Roelofs, a fisheries professor at HSU.

Mike Bowen, from Cal Trout’s
San Francisco office, said in a

phone interview that PG & E adsoll the PVP is affectirg fishas far
down as Fort Seward.
“They haven’t done a damn
thing even though they know it
could be beneficial to fish,”
Weseloh said. “I don’t see why
they are waiting if something can
be done now.”
Bill Sessa, a news service representative for PG & E, had a differ-

ent perspective.
“This (Natural Flow ManagePETE CHENAKU

See Fish,
page 22
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“More natural flows would allow more spawning and rearing,”
he said. “The 40 years of bad
spawning numbers may be reversed grea
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Storage
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@ It tokes two minutes

to refuel the zeroemissions vehicle, rather
than the hours
required

fora similar

with

an electric sate
eoceeoe >

.

,
@ Hydrogen-powered carts may be

j

’
a

WH The SERC operates
on a $3.9 million gront
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Energy

forerunners to zero-emmision cars

WF The fuel cell is

By Alex Weeds
TUMBERIACK STAFF

materials like

constructed of —

7

graphite ond platinum

Imagine waking to the desert sun, jumping into
your zero-emission stealth cart powered by a fourkillowatt, solid-state platinum PEM fuel cell running diatomic hydrogen at 2,000 psi, and taking
the thing to its limits.
Or the edge of town, whichever comes first.
OK, thisisn’tan F-15. Itactually looks like a golf
cart. But while it won't vie for air superiorty, it
may help change the world.
The Schatz Energy Research Center, located in
the University Annex at HSU, is building eight
zero-emission vehicles, five the size of golf carts
and three that are a little smaller than cars, for the

city of Palm Desert in Southern California.
The project explores the viability of using hydrogen as a non-polluting means of energy.

The actual energy to propel the vehicles is obtained by solar panels, which SERC will also
manage in their Palm Desert project.
The electricity is then used to break water down
into its components— hydrogen and oxygen gas
a process called electrolysis. The
vebdiies use hydrogen asa medium for storing and
transporting the energy.
The fuel cell converts the hydrogen to usable
energyby reuniting
it with oxygen,
a process the
reverse of electrolysis.
The fuel cell creates elec-

tricity and water as products.
The electricty then powers an electric motor in

the vehicle.
SERC
has already built a solar-hydrogen system

The vehicles are only as clean as the method

National Labs

es

hydrogen ... besides alcohol.”

“We must change the

way we get energy —

He said that a non-polluting, renewable fuel

vehicle is vital for survival.
“The earth is going to survive regardless of what

evolving from the energy
hunter-gatherers that we

wedowithit,” Reid said. “But it means that we can

are to the energy formers

we must become.”

survive on the earth.

_— Peter Lehman,

“In the future, if we are going to continue to be

eee

the kind oftechnological and mechanized society
a
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I don’t think there’s any way around that.”

,

|

a

SERC has built and tested a prototype of its

TODD WUCETICHLUMBERJACK STAFF

See Hydrogen, page 22

The zero-emission vehicle, shown here with fuel cells.
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the Lowrence Livermore

originally used to generate the electricity, however. Solar, wind and hydro power are examples of
clean sources of electricity.
Ron Reid, a research engineer at SERC and a
former HSU student, said “the only renewable and
transportable fuel that you can mass produce is
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Sure they would, which is
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semester or $12 for a year.
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Fino Lemborjeck

PG&E dams blamed for Eel River fish decline
@ Conservation group
presents restoration

plan, criticizes PG&E
for inaction
Sy Pater Shows
TUMBERUACK STAFF

A small hydroelectric facility
near Ukiah is a major culprit in the
decline of Eel River trout and
salmon habitat, according to California Trout, a fisheries conserva-

tion agency.
An ongoing study on the Eel by
the Department of Fish and Game
shows the river’s Steelhead trout
counts decreasing from close to
10,000 in the 1940s to one hundred at present.
Steelhead are being considered
for placement on the endangered
species list along with Coho
salmon, which also populate the
Eel.
The Potter Valley Project(PVP),
a series
of dams on the mainstem
Eel owned by Pacific Gas & Electric Co., currently diverts up to 85
percent of the river’s natural flow
into the Russian River to generate
hydroelectric power for California.
“In the fall, these fish can’t
migrate upstream to spawn because
of the diversion,”

said Tom

Weseloh, North Coast manager for

California Trout. “Downstream
migration is also difficult.
“There is less turbidity, which
makes it easier for predators to get
them.”
A 15-year long Cal Trout study
concluded both power and fishery
needs can be satisfied through their
Natural Flow Management plan.
The plan calls for the flow from
the PvP facility to be regulated to
mimic natural river conditions.
“This plan will benefit fish by
satiilleag more flow of the Eel
River to fish when they need it the
most — during upstream and

“They haven't done a
damn thing even though
they know it could be
beneficial to fish.”
TOM WESELOH
Cal Trout North Coast Manager
downstream migration,” Weseloh
said. “Right now, (the fish) are getting very little of the water needed
for their runs.”
Weseloh
said the plan could have
significant ramifications for other
rivers where water diversion is occurring.
“It is definitely good for fish,”
said Terry Roelofs, a fisheries pro-

“More natural flows would allow more spawning and rearing,”
he said. “The 40 years of bad
spawning numbers may be reversed greatly.”
However, Roelofs said the effec-

tiveness of this plan weighs heavily
on how flows will compare with
natural ones.
“It should mimic natural flows
like in unregulated rivers,” he said.
“Having huge yearly variations (in
water flow levels) is important.”
Weseloh said PG & Ehas shown
little interest towards putting this
plan into action.
“PG& Ecanimplementthis plan
at any time if they wanted to, but
they haven’t,” he said. “If they
don’t, we're going to the Federal
tory Commission, because
they have the power to make them
(PG & E) do this.”
Mike Bowen, from Cal Trout’s
San Francisco office, said in a

phone interview that PG
raits the PVP is affecting
down as Fort Seward.
“They haven’t done
thing even though they
could

Weseloh said. “I don’t see why
they are waiting if something can
be done now.”
Bill Sessa, a news service representative for PG & E, had a differ-

ent perspective.
“This (Natural Flow Manage-

=

PETE CHENARD

See Fish,
page 22
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Director of the Schotz
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The zero-emission vehicle, shown here with fvel cells.
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ment could accomplish.
“There was a dramatic increase in the

number of fish that came upstream because

of this accident,” he said. “It was the best
run in over a decade.”
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opportunity to

show the students what their pro-

ac

fessors are capable of doing,” said

Janice Lilien, graphic design in-

structor. “I’m looking forward to
the show. It will be nice to relate
the person to the artwork.”
Lilian, a new instructor, has two

The 16thannual faculty and staff

art exhibition is again...
showing

the

campus.

J

community that HSU's fac- ulty has much more to offer
behi
than just a lecture
podium.

including

y, graphic de-

Stalder, a student in Morgan’s

dia,

metalsmithing, painting,

| sign, ceramics and sculp-

“I’m looking forward to

Marsaid,”
this year’s show

class.

“There’s some great work. One
of the artists, Kathy Budd, submit- ,
ted a gigantic sculpture that looks

like a quilt that is made out of rub-

have a

Additional artist’s included in
the exhibition are William Ander-

one of the
and or
direct

: gtrong faculty and in the past the

FY - exhibitions have been very
a

all ofour professorsare,” said Holly

~ tin Morgan, Reese Bullen
». featured artists. “We

4

operations class, also play

an important role. Theclass, made
up of about 10 students, is primarily eons for the arrangement of the exhibition.
“I'm looking forward to the
show. It’s cool to see how creative

22 faculty members
working in various me-

Galery

sculptures on display, “Freedom
96” and “Dog with Wings.”
Morgan’s students in Art 356,a

good.” «

held in
_. ‘The faculty exhibition,
the Reese Bullen Gallery through

_ Nov. 1, is invitational. There is

ber.”

:

son, Don Anton, Maris Benson,
JoAnne Berke, Michael Bravo,
Charles
Crawford,
James

DiCostanzo, Vaughn Hutchins,

Michael Jenner, Ellen Land-We-

with Wings”
“Dog
by Janice Lilien

ber, Mimi LaPlant, David LaPlantz,

Janice Lilien, Louis Marak, Leslie
Keith
Sato,
Rumio
Price,
Schneider, Maurice Schultz,

it appears to be
For art senior Kelly Getz, the world isn’t always what art show.
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S.A.G. features ‘humanscapes’

nO

Teresa Stanley and Jim Toms.
Students can see the exhibition
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday

tly,” Gets said. |
“One day I started seeing the world a little differen
and changing as I grew and changed and that is

i
i
d.”
ting
te
pain
my
ec
in
refl
and that living in
Getz said she draws inspiration from nature who has lived in the
Humboldt County has been very inspiring. Getz,
Pennsylvania.
county for five and a half years, is originally from ine landscapes and
Her ‘humanscape’ paintings and drawings comb
| things in nature with the human form.
around us and our
Getz said humanscapes are “a portrait of the world
culous doings.”
miran
io
ther
erecand
to natu
conn
she said.
“f can’t look at things and not see human forms,” ows Cafe as part
Getz’s work will be on display until Oct. 24 in Wind
ted to showing the
of the Student Access Gallery, a campus club devo

—<——s
* Nancy Barth, Nola Chavoya and

Sally Willioms

“Triple Expressions”
gh Oct. 17
e, throuer
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Kars
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* Liane Kanesh
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More vibrations

Marley Magic to rock Redwa
ee

However, their music encompasses more than just that
narrow description. Moving from blues to rock and jazz to
hip-hop, they have created a musical signature that is

Get your harvest cured and ready to blaze —
“The Marley Magic Tour” is coming to the
Mateel Community Center in Redway to
spread its reggae vibes throughout Humboldt
County.

uniquely their own.
London born Julian Marley released his debut album,
“Lion in-the Morning,” earlier this month on the Ghetto

Youth International label.
A video featuring the title track is also scheduled for

Rita Marley will be touring with two of her

release.
Damien Marley, a recent hig®-school graduate, “learned
to juggle music and school pretty quickly,” a press release
stated. He hopes to explore the musical business more in
depth, getting into producing and engineering.

sonsand Yvad, another Jamaican artist on the

Tuff Gong label, throughout the United
States, bringing the Marley family legacy and
the prophecies of Bob Marley to the North Coast.
This stop of the tour will initiate the fall fundraising drive for KMUD community radio of

Garberville.

.

Damien’s latest album, “Mr. Marley,” was released in

as d“a powerful union ofdancehall
Septembeandr is describe

j

skills and traditional African percussion rhythms.”

Damien “Jr. Gong” Marley and Julian Marley
have been playing together for much of their life,
recently combining their performances for Reggae
Sunsplash ‘95, a seven-day event with each day
featuring a different “flavor” of reggae music.

Rita Marley has had an illustrious career, and shows no

signs of slowing down.
As amember of the I-Threes, a group formed to provide

More recently, the duo performed in front of

background and harmony vocals for Bob Marley and the
Wailers, Rita’s work was instrumental in garnering interna-

a record-breaking audience for Marley Magic
at Central Park’s Summerstage
in New York.

Although Rita has completed three solo albums in her

tional attention and an international recording contract.

musical career, she prefers to work with other artists.
Yvad, another young, rising star in the Jamaican music

It was a free event that featured, in addi-

,
aw

tion to the above, Ziggy Marley and the
Melody Makers and Cedella Booker,
Julian’s grandmother.
Of the different genres of reggae
sic, Damien and Julian conform to the

PHOTO COURTESY OF TUFF GONG
November
|. Tickets will sell out.

wid

women

Europe. MTV filmed his performance at the Tuff Gong
Studios in Jamaica as part of a “reggae rockumentary.”
Tickets for “The
Magic Tour” are $20 in
e
advanc and $22 at the door — ifthere are any left. The show
will begin at 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 1.
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Father and son

Buckley recounts family life and fatherhood
me dee
g

##

including attending Santa. Clara University,
where he became interested

, in Buddhism through Zen

“[ started to study Buddhism and (have been working) in that realm since
1978,” he said. “But youcan
let go of your (Cathonever

lic) roots, so it’s all part of a

s,
rhood
ce
fathe
experiofen

lot about because he has two children

his own.

It includes adventures such as experiences with

egg
peychic readers and near disastrous Easter
unts.

He is noted for the humor and humanity in his
stories.
“People can expect stories about being a son and
beinga father, and being part of that line ofsonsand
fathers dates back to the dawn of time,” he said.

Another large part of Buckley’s show is about his
religious beliefs, which he calls “Irish Catholic
Buddhism.”
up in a strict Irish Catholic family that
He
weekend.”
other ns
every io
“family reun
had
Buckley went to Catholic schools his whole life,

whole.”
Besides doing his performances Buckley is
of the Dell’ Arte School
also the administrator
of Physical Theatre in Blue Lake and the coSe

Dell’ Arte Mad River

He includes his life experiences in his stories
as a way for audiences to see the similarities

between the lives of all people.
“(My motivation is) to try to put my life experisense for
ences in some sort of context that
myself and other people in the hope that other
mirrored in
i
people can see their own
mine and draw the conclusion that the journey we
are all taking is really very similar,” Buckley said.
Buckley will perform at the Kate Buchanan Room
Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets cost $10 general and $5
tss.
ensenior
for studand

HAWAII

or skliining down the slopes of

dream come true.

We can help you with travel plans.
call

822-7676

located in the University Center
Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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Hide your animals

The beast has escaped from its
cage and is on the loose. No need

to fear getting mauled — the

Zookeepers have everything under control
Theliveliness
ofthe Zookeeper’s
music quickly infects the listener.
Humboldt County has the chance
_to catch the bug Oct. 18 at 9 p.m.
“at the Humboldt Brewery. Admission is $3.
“Fun” is how the author of most

of the lyrics, lead singer Patrick
Vernon,

described

Zookeeper’s music in a
telephone interview
agai
c

the

women pictured are no longer ini

Dunbar “chip in, in terms of ar-

the band.”

.” Butitis Vernon, selfdescribed “songwriter, singer

Vernon explained
ina telephone
interview from San Francisco that

guy,” that creates such lyrics as
“Your the lowest swine, and I'ma

pig lover.”

Since formingin 1992, the band
has gone through several changes

in band members. Vernon is the
original founding member in the
band. The Zoo
are back to

the traveling aspects ofbeing in the
gente city sags. aval
life, especially if he or she has
on top oft.
"fete ceils, Bicol bNborb iil

traveling,” Vernon said. “The realityis that it’s not an easy thing to
do.”

the original three member format

“We'd definitely
like to quit our
day jobs,”he said.

TheCD cover for “SetMe Free”
pictured two women but was

The band is hoping to produce
another album soon, on their own

after having a

band.

accom-

label, Zoo Records. Work on the

new album will prob-

ably have to wait
untill after the

band finishes touring the North
Coast.
It’s a catch 22,” Vernon said.

“We can either not tour and do the
album and not get to play very

often, or tour and get our music
out there and wait on the album.”
The
were chosen as
one of the top
unsigned bands
in Los Angeles in 1994 by Fox
TV's “Good Day L.A.” program.

Listening to

The Zookeepe
started rs
its own

lab
Zoo el,
Records, in 1994, after
the ranking by “Good Day LA.”
hav
TwoCDs
escaped
their e
cages

at the studio, the latest being “Set

app
od You're wary

‘ you don’t know. what.
eee
aapeceion

Me Free.”
“Ha
our vin
own studio g
lets us
do anything we want,” Vernon

turned
out to
be al
and ‘even .
re
your hand,
OK, no |

said.

icking wasinvolvd, uti
wasa pleasant listening experience.
The music was easy on

the ears and the lyrics had
the ability to cause a few
chuckles. The band’s press
release
was true to its word

when
it described the mu-

a Pathan

Bese

your feet moving.
music is light, but not in
the fluffy, marshmellowly
sense. Humor and a notlife are evident in the lyrics.
— Christine Truesdale
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and More!

ClothesFrom
Rip Curl, O'Neil
tosh oe Rusty, Rory, Vokom
and More!
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mer Chris Schoopand
bassist Albie
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Oct. 19

Symphonic Band &

Hov. 2

Faculty Artist Series

Hov. 9

Scholarship Concert

onor Band

Bresquan Trio

(11th Annual Benefit)
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sexu
addressed),” he said.

“I believe

men have more difficulty than

area.”
in this n
wome
The play has a cast of eight ac-

- 826-3928
e ty
si
t Offic
er
Ticke
Univ

tors, four male and four female,

and each will play three dates.
s
Hekel said this arrangementibengives
eficial for the actors becauseit

world premiere

play at the John Van Duzer The- Franci
atre. Pearce,aSan rancisco-based

play

Glass Box” in the 1986-

'
87 theatrical season.
large,
udaes
cast inclBole,
‘The

dim-witted and unkempt man in

nt halfs;
, a muta
Pumi30
his midhuman half-wolf female in her

teens; and Wilber and Madge, a

Peco

work with Pearce.

she said being able to
iti
watch another actor play the same

ti

of;

t

e

is helpful for an actor.

@

f

Hekel said. “She confronts her
demons through Boleand reclaims
her body.”
The play contains a disclaimer
warning patrons of “mature
°

e

\

fe

ik

j-

“Professionally, that’s not going
to happen,” he said.
ude theincl's
ay
play will
Thursd
ater arts alumni Dana Jepson as
“Bole,” theater arts graduate student Vicenzo Insingoas “Wilbur,”
theater arts graduate Natasha
Johnson as “Madge” and theater

barely
thatom
affair
ro
shabby two-

Sienna Nelson as
Hekel said the play is for mature arts junior
son- | “Pumi.”
n youc
ce
use “whe
becaen
audi
“Blood Root” plays Oct. 17-19
front psychic demons, it’s not a
6 in the John Van
pry world and there are a num- and Oct. 24-2
8 p.m.
of graphic representations, Duzer Theatre at

and his servant, Pumi. Among

castrated and characters drinking

at Bole’s estate, a “

.”Bole
couple
upmeets
ds
stanThe
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tebein
of Bole
suchas the charac

Pumi’s duties are to groom Bole,

blood.”

Hekel also said he hopes the play

has an effect on students.

issues of
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thereen
“For stud

Ticket prices are $6 for general

admission and $3.50 for students
and senior citizens.

A special $2 ticket performance

is also scheduled for Oct. 17 and
.
24.
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Don't forget ‘Humboldt's| home grown’
@ Don't be surprised if they sound familiar to you. The
Orbitones have been around the block more than a
few times.

-t+ereese ec

fy.

Dy Molson leheocn
[UMBERIACK STAFF
The Orbitone’s, formally known as Arcata’s home grown music band and
To the Head, have finally got a name that sticks.
The band isn’t new to the Arcata music scene. The Orbitone’s have been
in the area for four years but could never find a name the members felt suited
them and the music they play.
~ “Our name screwed us up in the beginning,” said drumme
Erin Cassidy,
r
journalism junior. “No one knew who we were. The trickis in the name
so that
it will stick with the people.”
Orbitone e guitarist, Todd Bugbee, musicjunior, took the tonal range, called
“overtone,” in music and turned it into Orbitone.

“We're kind of spacey, we play music that orbits. It’s circular,” Cassidy

said.

sactiniaisindichiadahsinias*e” nie
, and Todd Bughee. Not pictured, Chris Duna.

tuin vada,

ara

in a CD for KHSU to play during the'‘Cannabis Action Hour. We

were a hit and the next thing you know we were playing at Hempfest,”
el i
eae
etn
none
on
get
Chris Dunn, guitarist,
NRPI senior; Sdeet: alibieat, Nase, tule dantor,

Martina ‘Z’ MeKineley resident, and Chris Sundeen,
dent, on saxophone.
“We're finally being noticed,” Cassidy said. “We've
word of mouth and we have a lot of new people in our
Cassidy said the band likes to stay away from playing
a really good benefit such as Hempfest.

wildlife graducte ste

The band practices two or three times a week and performs on the

expanded a lot by just
audience.”
parties unless there is

“Playing at Hempfest was a great experience for us. It wasn’t planned. We

fe

FOR WEDDINGS.
a
RECEPTIONS,
ANNIVERSARIES.
DANCES, RECITALS,
PARTIES, REUNIONS,

CLLIePRATION===:.-| i
lat

707 822-1070
FAX: 707 826-9581
1575 LST. @ P.O. BOX 1194 @ARCATA, CA 95518
5

Wed. Wem@shoun)-tn.2em

Ofthe band’s future, Cassidy said “we aren't going anywhere soon. Wewill
be around for at least two more years.”

67 7-361 |

weekends.

The Orbitone’s can be seen at The Depot (for free) tomorrow at 8 p.m.;
The Jambalya
on Tuesday; Deep Forest Pizza in Blue Lake on Oct. 24; and
the Kate Buchanan Room eae
the “Peace-A-Thon” on Oct. 25.
The Orbitone’s will soon be playing at Hefe’s in Eureka .
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Ouch!

Bumps, bruises and breaks hurt HSU athletes, coaches in all sports

@ Quarterbacks, halfbacks
and fullbacks alike are
affected by overuse and
trauma injuries.
Wy Bact Eresntck
SPORTS EDITOR

When quarterback Chris Shipe was inthe Sept. 21 game against Azusa
jured during
Pacific with a

shoulder, Coach

Fred Whitmire watched a drama unfold.

“When Chris Shipe went down, the team

rallied,” he said. “That's kind ofa neat thing

_
tosechappen.”
Football isn’t the only sport to be bitten
by the injury bug this year, however. The
men’s soccer and volleyball teams have also

been bruised and battered.

Though the women’s soccer team has
been lucky enough to escape the trend of
injuries this season, Coach Kim Benson
knows only too well the impact ofan injured
player.
Goss, the team’s leading scorer
through the first six games last year, was lost
to a knee injury for the last 13 games of the

season.

“On the average,” Benson said, “two out
of three years you'll lose somebody to in-

jury.

“It’s always tough to lose a great player,”

Whitmire said. “It helps remind you this is
a team game.
“Every football team will lose a great
player. I always tell my team you never know
what's going to happen.”

Whitmire said, although the team was

stunned by Shipe’s injury, it was able to

overcome the shock of the loss.

“Our team stepped up,” he said. “We
slowly collected our wits.”

When leaders fall ...

a hand
ners
Trailend
Notall teams are able to rebound from the

loss of a key player, however.

said injuRaddishll
Tina ba
Coachey
Voll

ries to Ariana Kemnitzer and Jenn Lundeen,

both key players, have hurt the team this.
season.
“[ don’t think you can prepare for a major
injury,” Raddish said. “There’s something
about the team when certain players are on
the floor.
“You can’t just tell someone to go out
there and be a leader on the floor.”

Benson said injured players often must

heal their confidence in addition to their
bodies.
“For the player who gets injured it’s very
hard,” she said. “When that player returns,
they don't always get their starting spot
again.

Enter the HSU training room staff.

Not only do the trainers succeed in reha-

bilitating athletes physically, but they also
3
help them emotionally.
“We have one of the best training room
staffs around,” Whitmire said. “They havea

wayof motivating players to get well quickly.

“We've had a number of injuries and had

athletes come back. If (the trainers have)
play, they've been 100
told meanathlcanete
t correct.
“When the training staff says no, I don’t
question them.”
Trainer Dave Kinzer said his staff holds

an advisory position.
“We advise and we recommend,” he said.
“We don't force things on people.”
Kinzer said it is sometimes difficult to
convince athletes to take time off to heal.

“There are times when an athlete says,

‘I’m willing to take a risk,” he said. “Well,

that risk has to be minimal.

“Our whole goal is to help.”

Some injuries may at first appear minor,

but later turn out to be serious, Kinzer said.

“There are certain injuries where you
know they won’t linger and cause permanent damage,” he said. “You could have
one small bone that breaks, yet the patient is

in a cast for three months.”

One of the main concerns of the staff is
convincing athletes to have even minor injuries checked in the training room, Kinzer

said.

“They should at least have it looked at by
someone who hasa good feel forit,” he said.
“Ifan ankle sprain causes even a small limp,

that puts stress on other parts of the body.”

Kinzer said a primary dilemma of the

training room staff is whether to ensure a
quick return to competition or to completely
heal the athlete.
“My approach is always directed toward
complete healing,” he said. “When itcomes
to a quick return to competition, we rely on
physicians.”
Coaches and players, however, are naturally concerned with the return of key players from injuries.
“If I was a player and we lost our top
scorer, I would think, ‘Who’s going to score
for us now?” Benson said.
Whitmire said he is satisfied with the
depth of his team.

“We have a number of good players,” he

said, “but if any of them went down, the

truth is we have others to step up.”

KEITH
Freshman middle blocker Angie Barkin dives for the ball during Saturday's game against Colleg of Notre Dame in the East Gym. The ‘Jacks beat the Argos, 15-3, 15-11, 16-4.
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Eureka
707/444.2582
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Voted #1 Sports Bar On The North
Coast 2 Years Running

FAMILIES WELCOME!

“Admit 2 for 1
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°7 TV's
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— * Interactive Trivia & Sports
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+ Tonight could be the night
for the St. Louis Cardinals, or

e The Cardinals are not
controversial enough to
play a World Series in the
Bronx. Looks like George
Steinbrenner will have to work
harder than usual.

¢ Hmmm. I wonder whether
the ratings will be higher for the
World Series or for the Major

Soccer final.
e Obscure college football

score of the week: Chadron St.
$2, New Mexico Highlands
21.
e I wonder if George Seifert

twitches in his sleep and says,
“53 yards! 53 yards!”

¢ Now that the 13-game

winless

streak

is history,

Sonoma State is the nation’s

W/7A\\9
plaza

|
|

grill

thy Matt lrwmolek

newest football power. Bringon
Florida!
¢ Speaking of football powerhouses, Tampa Bay has “Super

Lupica leads ‘Jacks
at Golden Gate Park

Bowl” written all over it, now

that ithas won a game. Bringon
Green Bay!

Junior Natalie Lupica beat
1995 All-American Jodi
Dailey
of San Francisco State
in winning
the San Francisco
Invitational at Golden Gate
Park on Saturday.
Lupica ran a time of 19

¢ Look, it’s a cash register!
It’s a bank! No, it’s the 1996-

1997 NBA SEASON!!!

¢ Roberto Alomar is the only
person I can thinkof who could
still bea scapegoat
after so many
heroics in a championship se-

minutes, five seconds for the

ries.
¢ Now that the regular season

five-kilometer (3.1-mile)
course to lead the ‘Jacks to a
first-place finish. HSU

is over, Ican’trecall the Toronto

Blue Jays playing
a single game.

placed five runnersin
the top
10 finishers.

ernameto puton
the milk
carton?

Open 7 Days
Sp.m. - Serving Late

Full Bor - Fine Wines
Join us for

Happy Hour!

Monday-Friday

5 - 7pm

Wednesday Night

Guinness Night 7-10pm
$7.00 pitchers ‘ $2.50 pints
Thursday Night
Margarita Night 7-llpm

Jose Cuervo Gold

Margaritas $2.50

Saturday Night
Happy Hour 9-lipm
In Historic Jocoby’s Storehouse

On the Plaza - Arcata - 826-0860

Miller paces pared-

BRUM Oem

down HSU team

mein

Freshman Tim Miller
helped the *Jacks place second behind UC Berkeley
with his fourth-place finish
at Saturday’s San Francisco
Invitational.
Miller ran the eight-kilometer (approximately five-

Women’s cross country: # 9 NCAA, #2 Region
Men’s cross conte # 21 NCAA, #4 Region

mile) course in 27 minutes,

41 seconds. Most of the top
seven runners for the ‘Jacks
stayed home after a week of
grueling workouts.
Both the men and women

Women’s soccer: # 21 NCAA, #6 Region

travel to Eugene, Ore., this

week for Sunday’s Oregon
Invitational. The meet will
include Division
I teams such

Fri49pm

as Oregon, Air Force, Wash-

ington, Washington State
and Boise State.

See Cligs,
page 33
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Pioneer “Platter
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$.75

pitcher

$2.25
$1.75

$5.50
$3.50
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The bucks stop here
HSU athletics deal with lack of scholarship money

ments.

Thevote,
which will be on Tues-

day, will determine whether athletes will be offered scholarships
providing tuition, books and fees.
As the voteapproaches, coaches
and others have voiced concerns
of an issue that is complicated and
expensive.
“Not having athletic scholarships makes things a lot easier,”

Scott Nelson, interim athletic director, said. “It keeps things uncomplicated.
“Financially it is an advantage.
Money can be used on other pro“The athletes at HSU are true
student athletes,” Nelson said,
“Here, coaches don’t own the ath-

the playing field they have been

put

on

by

the

HSU has still

ed to attract

quality athletes and mostof the athletic programs at the school have

experienced success against athletic

scholarship

NCAC at the non-

scholarship level.”

“We probably lose some athletes who may not

schools.

letic echelschire

(00k at the whole university
just because we

B<*° "with schools

“Weeanstllcom-

ee ene — don’t offer athletic scholarships.”
difficult in several

ways. Some ath-

SCOTT NELSON

letes are immedi-

eae

_ Luis

Obispo. The last

interim athletic directoir — timeweplayedthem,

ately turned off
when they learn
they cannot
get an athletic scholarship at HSU, but not having the
scholarships to offer also slows
down the recruiting process.
“Someathletesweareincontact

“Just because we do not offer
scholarships to athletes doesn’t
meanwearen’tseriousabouttrack
and field,” he said, “but ‘scholarship’ is a powerful word.”

with, who pursue scholarships,
find that they won’t get

on
Poly
San

one,”Fred

Whitmire, head football coach
said. “Then they come backtous,
but there is a lot of lost time in
between.”
“A lot of athletes get form letters
that other universities send out,
but they don’t realize that it isn'ta _

we beat them,”
Whitmire said.
Because a school offers athletic
scholarships does not necessarily
mean that their athletic programs
are superior to a school such as
HSU, Williams said.

“Welosesomeathleteswhoare

§ “We go up against Division |

in between,” said Kim Benson,

schoolsanddore
well,”ally
he said,

women’s soccer head coach.
“We have always been successful
“They want to go into Division.
despite not having scholarships.”
Theyjustdon’tequate Division!
“If we go up against a team like
with athletic scholarships.”
Cal Berkeley, we won’t be able to
“Here, theycanplay,asopposed _ beat them asa team, but, individutogoingtoaDivisionI schooland ally, our athletes have success,”
not play,” Benson said.
Williams said, “Those individual

(GRNBINE

CO

from Eastern Ken-

tucky, apy Be that offered athletic scholarships, I thought it
would be hard to recruit here without scholarships to offer,” Andy

Tysz, graduate teaching assistant
said, “but there
are so many good
athletes in the state that you still
get quality athletes
who don’t care
if they get a scholarship or not.”
If the representatives of the
NCAC vote in favor of athletic
scholarships, not all sports will be
able to offer the scholarships to
athletes.

“Ifthe NCAC and HSU decide
to offer athletic scholarships, football will probably be left out because of the amount of money it
would cost,” Whitmire said.

“Football is probably the last

sport to be considered in terms of
athletic scholarships,” he said.
Because of the amount. of athletes on the football team, and the

large number ofathletes that travel
to games, the football program is
one of the most expensive pro-

grams to maintain.
“Athletes willgo toa school that

See Scholarships,
page 33
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offerathleticscholarships,”
he said.

“Coming

tH

representing
the Northern California Athletic Conference.
The NCAC representatives will
meet and vote to decide whether
“the conference will go the way of
athletic scholarships. This decision could possibly change the face
of the current conference align-

UCLA or USC,
a lot of young athletes don’t listen to what you have
to say.”
“I always ask them, ‘What are
your plans if this doesn’t come
through?” Williams said.

to come here, regardless of scholarships,” Benson said.
Despite not offering athletic
scholarships, coaches maintain

successes are good things to point
out to athletes
coming and competing for HSU.”

th

the hands of a group of people

“After they get this letter from

“Most of the players here wanted

&

HSU athletics could soon be in
for a change. That change lies in

guarantee of a scholarship,” said
James Williams, head track coach.

th

[saree

letes. The athletes are here to go to
school and participate in our athletic p
“We probably lose some athletes who may notlookat the whole
university just because we don’t

F
(
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|\Scholarships

Clips
today.

Raup tums shutout
hat trick

Volleyball bounces
to win
back

offers thema

Whitmire said, “The term

The

ie beat Hayward

State, i on Wednesday and

Sonoma State, 1-0, on Friday

before playing San Francisco

State toascoreless tie Sunda
The ‘Jacks (6-2-4, 3-11-3)

home against

y at

pla

Chico State at 2 p.m.

came back with a 15-3, 15-11,

14
over Notre Dame.
16-win

The "Jacks play at bon
State on Friday and at Stanislaus
State on Saturday.

Football loses

road
paonir

second straight

John Koven scored onapenalty kick in overtime to take a
3-2 victory over San Francisco
= on

The Jacks had five turnovers
and Sonoma State broke a 13game winless streak as the Cos-

The ‘Jacks 5-6-1, 2-3-1)
alsolost to Sonoma Sate, 1-0,

|
eu

the

score.

oiawek

3616, at Redwood

Bowl on Saturday.

HSU(2-3, 0-1)playsatChico
Wildfor theay
State on Saturd
cats’ homecoming celebration.

Read

jack sports

“If we start offering those

scholarships, the coaches have
to start
ing their homework,”

Lhe

section,
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week:
Roberto
Alomar
doesnt.
Look
where tt
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Rates: $4.00/br; $3.00/br w/ adv purch of 10 br.
‘pon 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday
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eot him.

Vallywerks.
|. On-site system use for education, research
and reports.
- On-site single and multiplayer entertainment such as Warcraft ll, Command &
Conquer, Duke Nukem 3D, You Don’t Know
Jack, Descent Il and many, many more.
- Internet Access.
> Business, accounting, financial and
computer assistance.

ce

reason

Benson

to offer athletic scholar, it is unlikely that there
“Ifan athlete goes out
of state
be enough scholarships
for a baie. they will
wails
to cover every memprobably end up paying more
in out-of-state fees and travel ber of every team, Nelson said.
costs in the long run than they Also, NCAA rules require an
would have paid to come to equal amount of scholarships
be available to both men and
Humboldt,” he said.
women.
“A lot of our athletes came
“Without scholarships, evhere to participate in a good
football program, and also be- eryone on the teamis equal, but
cause their major is offered at if you offer scholarships, and
HSU, where it might not be. you have 75 athletes with only
35 scholarships to give, you
offered at another school.”
might create some animosity,”
“California has a bigger athDespite the NCAC vote, at
letic pool than any almost any
HSU the decision to offer scholother state,” Whitmire said.
“Out-of-state schools attract a arships would mean a consensus from faculty and coaches.
lot of athletes from California
The amount of scholarships to
because they can offer some
offer and the extent of the athkind of scholarship.”
Ifthe NCAC representatives letic scholarships is still to be
do vote in favor of offering ath- determined.
“The most important thing,
letic scholarships, the football
programs in the conference will if the NCAC decides to offer
be moved into different alli- athletic scholarships, is that an
ances than the sports with avail- even playing field remains when
our teams participate against
able scholarships.
other schools.” Nelson said.
s
in our
“Athleticscholarship

Notre Dame on Saturday.
HSU (8-16, 1-3) lost to
SFSU, 15-6, 15-8, 6-15, 7-15,
17-19, Friday at home, but

send
ckweek
Jasplit

Know

scholarship means a lot to students and their parents.”

bon with
eee
Col ege ofa
win over

oe

even

the only hing the scholarship
is the costof books,”
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Premium Local Ice Cream
Handcrafted in small batches

A full line of Sorbets, Sherberts,

Non-fat Yogurt.

This Covpon If yood for

ONE HOUR OF FREE TIME

Located in Jacoby's Storehouse
on the Plaza

limit one per customer

+ 854 Sth Street, 2nd Floor - Over Honsel’s Hardware - 625-8003 «
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¢ Pies * Novelties

(707) 822-6388
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| Create the future by discovering your ADDed abilities

_ With over 10 programs serving the needs of

' individua
and families
ls with Attention Deficit

\ ) ON vis Paada, ARCATA
\

THE CREATIVE LIVING CENTER

|er.
Disorders...
AN ADDed DIMENSION

ADD in children, adolescents, and adults

Free seminar open to the public:
Thursday, October 24, 1996
Bayshore Mall Community Room
3:00 Welcome
3:30 Understanding ADD
| 4:30 Adult ADD
i §:30 Academics, Parenting. Behavior Management
ADHD in Adolescence
6:30
Jumpin Johnny Get Back To Work
7:30
Developing Potential
Closing Entertainment with Donna Landry
8:00
Join us for the entire seminar or at your convenience
For More Information Contact

707-442-5848

a

Director: Rosemary Landry
The Creative Living Center
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A reader's guide to The Lumberjack.
| Every week, The Lumberjack provides HSU and the surrounding |
community with the most complete news, entertainment and sports
coverage available. Here’s a breakdown of what we offer ...

¢ Campus: The most comprehensive coverage of HSU that can be found anywhere. Period.
¢ Community: Turn to Arcata’s only weekly newspaper for the best in community coverage
as well.
© Science: At a campus full of science majors, we figured it made sense to specialize.
© Special Assignments: In-depth coverage of a particular issue or topic, brought to you
every other week.
© Scene: Entertainment news from here to Hollywood.
7
© Sports: Full of features, profiles and previews of every HSU sporting team.
© Opinion-Editorial: The section which gives you the chance to speak your mind.
© This Week: : Weekly listing of all the concerts, event, lectures and meetings on campus and
in the community.

The Lumberjack is published iliettintesitel ofthe
school year except holidays and breaks. Pick one up at
a newsstand oncampus near you.
|

Hard-won gains lost if Prop. 209 passes
ition

is neither civil
Initiative,
California Civil Rights
209, also known as the ‘natitutionall
:
‘sutionali

nor right. t=

8

ae

a

closed the doors of opportunity that women and

people of color have fought so hard to
of the
claim that it is simply a straight-forward
of the Civilt Rights Act of 1964. In truth, the initiative’s
restatemen
g
din
to deceive
and was written
very broad and mislea
langisuage

ity to
programs designed
In a nutshell, Proposition 209 wil ban equal opportun
and coneducation
,
remedy race and gender discrimination in public employment
tracting.

Some of the programs that would be eliminated under the initiative include
turtoring and mentoring programs for ae and women students, affirmative
promotionof qualified women and
the hiring
i encourage
action programs which
programs designed to encourage applicants
treach and recruitment

|

for government jobs and contracts.

would eliminate include women’s centers
on college campuses, magnet schools designed to desegregate school districts and
pursue careers
in math and
programs implemented to encourage women to study

science.
In fact, there is a clause in the initiative which effectively amends the California
constitutionto permit discrimination against women. In essence, it wipes away some

in the country.
of the strongest constitutional protections against sex discrimination
stems
from a white187?),
This initiative, and others like it (remember Proposition
These soiscri
male backlash thathas sprouted up in response to “reverse discrimination.”
called “victims” of “reverse discrimination” should remember that women still make
and that racial and
75 percent of what men make in the wo rkplace,
on average
percentage of college

graduates.
Retired General

Colin Powell was correct when he said: “There are those who say

’twho
yet.tisn
There are those
we can stop now, Americais a color-blind society . Buti
say we have a level playing field, but we don’t yet.” If Proposition 209 passes, there
is a good chance we never will.

. Letters
Abortion issue

sive and, perhaps,
make

needs specifics
The
Ford's

Rev.

letter

°

@

innocent human beings.

The Rev. Ford apparently
equates the fetus in such an abortion with persons, all of whom have
moral standing, and because it is
wrong
to kill persons, it is immoral
to kill the fetus at this
of deThe
i
the
Rev. Ford gives for this equationis
“the
clear biological
fact that this is a human being.”
It is unfortunate that this sort of

=

disputes that. What is at issue is
whether or not the fetus, even at

the stage at which a partial-birth is
performed, is a person.
In order to make a claim about

what is — or is not — a person, you

needatheory which
aspects of biology
are
important for
This should be

tells you which
and psychology
“personhood.”
obvious. Ford

out-of-town student vote. I nearly

a contribution to the
burst out laughing. Us vote? I’m
abortion debate if he © sorry (we'll say), but Ineed to wash
would elaborate
on the
my hair that
day.

relevant biological de-

tails, tell us something

Equally disappointing
is Ford’s
use of the abortion debate to con-

demn those who did not support
birth abortions without discuss-

Frankly, the apathy on this so-

called politically active campus
makes me sick. No one here votes.
I heard the rate is about 10 percent. Many people don't vote because they think they can’t change
ing. You're right about one
thing — ifyou don’t vote, you can’t.
Period.

I know it’s a lost cause now, but

ing the merits of the actual legisla-

I-want you (students) all to realize

tion. Evenifwe
should restrict such
abortions, it does not follow that

that your mere presenceis

the proposed

was the

fig way so de o>. Ay nner

discussion of this issue
an
examination
lsalilatlon of the specifics of that

thetoricpassesas argument. Itdoes

not further discussion
on abortion
to ignore important distinctions
and focus on what is not at issue.
Of course, it is generally immoral
to kill innocent
. No one

ister to vote to counteract the large

Bob Snyder
philosophy associate professor

Republicans don't
have to worry
I read in the Times-Standard

opinion page that we college students were a threat to the Republicans. The lady who wrote the letterurged more Republicans
to reg-

maki

register. And I forone
Republicans
am sick of hearing the whims of a
bunch of people who sit around on
election day.
I think you (students) should
also be aware that Proposition 209
is well ahead in the polls. Proposition 209 says we should abolish
affirmative action because every-

oneis equal already. Thatalso provides hours of amusement for me.
Ask gay people if they are (treated)
equal. Askall the women who went

to see “First Wives Club.” Ask
people of color (though it might be
hard to find one — HSU is the
whitest California State University).
The truth is that halfofthe world
is female and most of the world is
not white. Compare that to the race

and gender ratio in Congress. I
don’t think white men are supreme

beings. So why doweelect
them to
abolish affirmative action?
That’s easy to answer. I wish
you could prove me wrong on this,
but it looks like only white men
vote.

Terra Caldwell
journalism/English senior

What's up with the
caps and hair?
I've been in Arcata a lot of late

and I have seen two social phe-

greatly.
me n
no
that puzzle
nome
Maybe someone out there can in-

form me of their significance.

The first is those boys with their

caps
and
baseball
sent
ever-preugly
playnot
on backwards. If they're
ing baseball and they’re not umwhy ,do they wear thematall,
pires
much less backwards? I always
thought that the bill ofa hat was to
shield the face and eyes from the

sun.

Then there are all those youthful retroactive hippies that seem to
have descended on Arcata en
masse. Why do they dress their
locks (hair) in dog dung? They are

repulsive enough without the

dung. What is the point ofbeing so
bloody filthy and wearing rags
three sizes too large? Dirty and

smelly as they are, who would
employ them? How do they earna
living in that condition? Where do
they come from, and are they
spawning the next batch ofhippiecommie agitators of 30 years ago?
How is it these creatures always
have enough money for cigarettes,

ganja and booze but not enough

money for soap and water, food,

SIE
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Letters

Jackson Garland

* continved from page 35

Advil fast becoming drug of
choice for American youth

helter or la

facilities?

. I died face

reason I came to Arcata is the lack

Sasikala Devi
McKinleyville resident

Whata sad, sad state of affairs America has gotten itself into.

Don’t worry, I won’t rant about the high amount of crime which

perm
oureate
society this s
week. I’m not going to bring up the joke we
call presidential campaigns. I’m not even going to mention the evil that
Lumberjack Enterprises has perpetrated upon the students of HSU.

What I am going to tell you about is Brooke Olsen, a student at
] Riverwood Middle School near Houston. Last week, Olsen’s backpack was searched by

drug-sniffing dogs the

group of individuals who expressed deep concern about Taco
Bell moving into our community.
I am opposed to Taco bell moving into Arcata because the main

Upset at column's
lack of factualness
I would like to address the col-

umn written by Sarah Collins and
James Smiley that appeared in the

Oct. 9 editi

of fast food corporate establishments here. It is very unfortunate
that Subway Sandwiches is in Ar-

cata. I wasn’t here when it came
and I do not buy food there now.

This article was a complete personal attack on the people who

Maybe your reporting skills
could use a little improvement.

Tracey Brockwell
biology junior

Money from Arcata

going to Red Bluff
Asaconcerned citizen,
I wantto

state my very real objection
to Taco

oppose Taco Bell. It made sweep-

—

school has implemented

Mother step in the
continuing

stratification of our
nag

cone-

ivi

5 it

at the

bag, you ask? A vial of crack? Some pot? Cigarettes? Not quite. Olsen
was suspended for possessing a small bottle of Advil, an over-thecounter headache medicine.
Think about it. The school is completely justified in its actions
because Advil is one of the most dangerous drugs this nation has ever
seen. In fact, studies have shown that Advil is a likely stepping stone
to even more dangerous drugs such as Nyquil, Vicks Formula 44-D
and the killer of them all, Extra-Strength Bayer.
Seriously, though, simply the fact that middle schools need drugsniffing hounds is, in and of itself, a sad testimony to the condition

America is in.

That school administrators would suspend a student for bringing
Advil to class is another matter entirely. Can you imagine the conversation between one of the school’s administrators and the girl’s
parent?
Administrator: “We had to suspend you daughter from school this
week.”
Parent: “Good lord, why?”
Administrator: “Well, she was smuggling some contra-band onto
campus. It was a prohibited drug.”
Parent: “Oh no, it can’t be. Not my little girl. [Dreading the
question.] What kind of drug was it? Marijuana? Or, God forbid,
cocaine?”
Administrator: “It was Advil.”
If I were the parent in this case, I'd be pissed. How could you take
the school’s administration seriously after this? Hell, Brooke Olsen’s
parents probably bought the Advil for her in the first place.
Anyway, the point is that things have gotten a bit out of hand. The
next thing you know, elementary school students will be getting
busted for hiding Flintstones vitamins in their backpacks.

social work junior

Going to the protest
would’ve helped
om

Burm

ment for human

‘mili

go

rights violations

and banned Burmese government
officials and their families from

ates

entry into the United States.

help local small

busine

survive

in spite of the presence of large

fate monsters. We can also

Land of the free?
The Republican Party, which has proclaimed itself “the party
Lincoln” several times during the past few months, really needs to
its history homework.
In its desire to lay claim to one of the most revered presidents
American history, the party in general and the Dole campaign

of
do

Obviously neither Smiley or
Collins were at the “protest”
at the
now defunct La Palapa because
you attacked our picket signs and

there were no picket signs, only

one banner used as a backdrop for
the news conference.

I don’t own, nor did anyone at
the press conference wear Teva
sandals.
I moved 3,000 miles to Arcata
because it is one of the last remain-

campus
to try to stop*
know why it surprisedm
some people will find a problem
with anything.
.
I’m not an expert on Pepsico’s
affairs
in Burma, and, frankly,|
ee
who is
trying to open the T;
ell isn’t
Trae’

for

1%

ico’s
i

drink

in
in

particular have seemed to overlook the fact that the “Great Emancipa-

tor” freed the slaves simply to further his own political agenda.
The exact words of Lincoln say it all. Just before the outbreak of the
Civil War, he said: “I have no inclination to introduce political and
social equality between the white and black races. There is a physical
difference between the two, which in my judgment will probably ever
forbid their living together upon the footing of perfect equality ... [am
in favor of the race to which I belong having the superior position.”

Even with all of its conservatism, I seriously doubt this is the

message the Republican Party wants to send to America. Unless, of
course, it decides to nominate Sen. Strom Thurmond, who ran for

president in 1948 under the campaign slogan “Segregation Forever,”
as its presidential candidate sometime in the near future.

Garland is editor in chiefof The Lumberjack. You can e-mail him at
j1G1 @axe.humboldt.edu.

businesses and products.

Dylan Goldsmith
bread baker, Arcata, Calif.

Resents personal
attack on protesters
I am one of the “scary, naturey,

utopian idealists” who nests in
Arcata that the authors (James
Smiley and Sarah Collins) referred
to in the article (Oct. 9) concern-

ing the press conference held by a

As for telling us to “ride down to

headwaters and find something

worth protesting about,” most of
the people involved in the news
conference, including myself, got
arrested at Headwaters for civil
disobedience, and have been in-

volved in direct-woods actions.
Can you say the same for yourself?
Calling us “hippies” is using a
negative stereotype which is called
prejudice, something people with
“global concerns” strive to avoid.

I have ajob and have supported

myselfand my pursuit ofan education for four years.

ig

to

or with

each restaurant is like its own small
business. The owner pays royalties to use the name Taco Bell and
buys some of its supplies from the

central headquarters.
There is no law that says Taco
Bell must buy from local farmers
and businesses even if Arcata did
have powdered-bean and processed-cheese factories.

Taco Bell will provide 1- to 20

new jobs which is aneeded asset in
a small town like Arcata. These

employees will probably spend

See Letters,
page 37

_OPINION.
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Preferential treatment for some

Prop. 209 ends distortion of equality

page 36
from ued
© Contin
their wages in local businesses.
This is a win-win situation for
Arcata.

I know that when Taco Bell

opens I, and many other

4

through
may have to fight our way
the crowdsof protesters camped
lot. But, after weget
in the parking
inside, we will all order a large
quantity of that delicious food

while

through the law. In the past 30 years, great advancements have been

By Roby Heat: ond Joke Consaeties

outside sings and

made. Let’s debunk the myth that minorities need to rely on favoritism

Civil Rights
in its quest to defeat Proposition 209, the California

.

Initiative.

Speaker after speaker decried the initiative, saying
agi
it would open the door for discrimination

hard-

minorities. They said if it
and en
wom

Siti! alta:

bodies
theirtes
dances and concre
will
We h.
across the drive-throug
eat and when we are done we will

fought advancements made since the 1960s would be

ing Pepsi. It’s capitalism people,

prohibit discrimination. Since then, a mutant strain calling itself “affirmative action” has distorted the original intent of equal treatment for all
into a system of preferential treatment for some.
No one can deny this nation has a regrettable record of discrimination
through slavery, segregation and institutional racism. But we cannot
change the past. All we can do is try to build a better future. Logic tells

wash it down with a cold, refresh-

deal with it.
zoology freshman

in order to advance. People have the ability to use the courts and laws
back against discrimination, should it arise.
already established to fight
That’s what they’re there for.
What opponents of Proposition 209 are unwilling to discuss is
exactly what in the proposition they are opposed to.

Last Thursday, the “Save the Dream” tour bus passed through HSU

lost forever.

What a joke.

people not understand?
The opposition should at least be straight with the public about
their goals, which are to continue an unfair practice of excluding one
group in favor of another. At least then we could respect them for their

.

When civil rights laws were establishedin 1964 they were meant to

honesty, no matter how ludicrous their opinions are.
So weakare their arguments that they claim Clause C is a loophole
which may be used to discriminate against women. All the clause does
it is
For example,
ifc.
is recognize that certain jobs are
reasonable not to allow male guards to conduct strip searches of female

us that two wrongs do not make a right, and just as discrimination was

Another view of

conservative world
This letter is in response to Joseph Leighton’s interesting phi-

(Oct. 9) on the
week y
last ph
loso
environment and the economy,

In the world of business, the

name of the game is to maximize

profit. And when this conflicts with

environmental integrity, as it often

prisoners.
There's a good reason why two-thirds of California voters support

e
or form.
wrong in the past, it is still wrong today in any shap
Floor con sapense call dhe Ualversity of Calltoceiaia San Diego's policy
of awarding 300 bonus points in admissions for being of a “historically
lowest bidder,

minorities and award high-bid contracts based not on

but on unfair preferences? If this is what “affirmative action” is,
good riddantoceit.
Not all “minorities” are disadvantaged and not all whites
. We are all individuals and should be treated as such.
proposition also allows any program currently established “that
not discriminate,

or prefer, because of race or sex,” to continue.
°

eR

a

se aeCSRT

209 — they have minds of their own. They refuse to listen
Proposition
to propaganda like the “Save the Dream” tour because its claims of

to hire

ions

millions of tax dollars wasted on “incentives” for

POS

ES

Unlike most propositions this one is clear and to the
point. Read the first five words of the text; what part
of “The state shall not discriminate ...” do these

then

are
The
does _
ee

discrimination are just not true.
that
Be an informed voter. If you want to live under a government

continues to judge its citizens by the color of their skin, by all means
209. But if your true intent is to restore equal
vote no on Proposition
opportunity for all, an affirmative vote on 209 is the first step.

Conzemius is a journalism senior and campus editor of The Lumber-

jack.

staff.
oron The Lumberjack
rnalism/English juniand

es

the envi- — Bye
to ble
pta
Unacceharm
witht
be avoided
men
cannot
ron
renatural
out certain limits on
and technolsource

ogy. All one has to do to see the

results of
is to look

big business,
borof California’s

der where large foreign corpora-

e
e
no regardtintegrity
i

ofthe land of its people.

All over the world, natural re-

-

is— hell,
“No chance, gayChrand
don’t

maybe you're

know it.”
“Well, if only one of us is

like you?”

guys

“1 saiputd,that thing away,

-.

#How would I know, and

don’t start.”

|

“M'lady, did I ever tell you
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OPPORTUNITIES
VOLUNTEERS

NEEDED

on a

required) and reception (no
expenence necessary). Please help
us get through the winter. 443-1186.
INTERESTED
ENVIRONMENT

IN
AND

THE
WWW?

Internships for credit with the Bay

Delta

Iintemet

Resource

Center.

Sendietterto JTerra3283 @ aol.com
or call 453-1625.
1030

WOMEN—S5'3"

to 5'7° and 135

pounds or less sought as dance
partners for ballroom dance class;

TRAVEL
ABROAD
AND
WORK—Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English ~ Japan, Taiwan, or S.

WORMWOOD—Your in for it
now. Holy Family Church meets
Sundays at 11am, 1757 J Street,
Arcata. SCREWTAPE.

or Asian languages required. For
information call (206) 971-3570
ext. J60473.

FOR RENT

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING—
Entry-level & career
iti
available
Mexico,

worldwide (Hawaii,
Caribbean,
etc.).

deposit.

eligible. Let us help. For more info
call (800) 263-6495
ext. F60473.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Eam up to $2,000+/month working
on cruise ships or land-tour
companies.
World travel.

Seasonal & full-time employment
available. For more information
call (206) 971-3550 ext. C60474.

HIRING—Ski

resorts are now hiring for many
positions thés winter. Upto$1,500in salary & benefits. Call Vertical

BEFORE

RESPONDING

to

= Free
= Delivery

tele le ae
2

Call Lori 825-8437.
1 BEDROOM,

1 BATH

APT

Close to campus and public
transportation,
with onsite

laundry. Only $375/mo and $750 -

deposit. 822-4589,
ask for Neil or
leave message.

canoes. Group events made to
order. 444-3048.

PERSONALS
VOTE ROB WADE FOR JUDGE
NOVEMBER5.

Cae:

Sd enum tepiie "2787o =
«4Sl off &
Motu

16" Fanttty - $383 oft =
Seccsesececaececcccacescesh

SERVICES

nerves are soothed,

nerve-endings are stimulated.
Foot-Reflexology, 2nd degree
Reiki. Reidun Olsson CMP 8227247.

Ever

seni Ontre

or write, but they sure can multiply.
Be a responsible
pet owner. We
are here to help you with the cost
of altering your pet. Call us for
details For Pets Sake Thriftstore,
415 5th St. Eureka, CA 95501.
444-3585.

peripheral

1985 FORD MUSTANG GT
T-Tops, V-8, new tires, runs good.
Asking $2,750 OBO. Cali
Pat 8227775. Also utility trailer, great for
recycling, moving FREE!

notice
how many
people
read The
Lumber-

jack?
Yes.
Well
there’s

one in
your hand
right now
See?
You’re

cool.

MACS, MACS, MAC8—Macintosh

consulting, repair affordable used

systems.

Macs for the Masses!

Jim Elferdink 677-1046.

12/1

LAPTOP: COMP

i

NEED AUTO INSURANCE? We

ENJOY
A MASSAGE
IN
ARCATA—Massage transmits
healing energy by caring human
contact. Pain can be relieved,

1148

SALE

FOR PETS SAKE Theycan'tread * can help! Even if you have a bad

BRIDGE PLAYERS WANTED

TAKE A JOURNEY
to the ancient
Christian Faith—Orthodoxy. St.
Innocent Orthodox Church

FOR

condition $1,000. 822-6190.

ag aE ey

ANNOUNCEMENTS

443-2099,

or To Go

eee

Cat O.K., near HSU.

inquirer's class meets every
Wednesday
at
7pm.
Transportation available.
Call

ITT

Call (206) 971-3510

Keel boats, sea kayaks,

apt.. with

AUTOMOTIVE

Room andboard! Transportation! —
Male or female. No
necessary.

NEEDED—share

FAST FUNDRAISER-Raise
$500 in 5
. groups,
Clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,
easy—No financial obligation.
(800) 862-1962 ext. 33.

ALASKA
SUMMER
Saas
aa
tee
needed!
Fishing industry. Eam

ext. A60474.

events.

Employment Group (206) 9713650 ext. V60472.

and more.
Call
Resort
Employment Services (206) 9713600 ext. R60473.

up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month.

HUM-BOATS bay
adventures,
sail, row and paddle. Sales, rentals
and lessons. Full moon, high tide

couple. $200/mo.
plus utilities, no

SK! RESORTS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY—Excelient
local

ROOMATE

spacious 2 bedroom

THRILLS

WORD
PROCESSING
&
BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
Personal records organization &

management.

Bill paying, bank

account reconciliation. Let
me help

you get organized.
822-0672.

Kathie Roe

EZ
experience

445-4188.

CAMPUS CUTS needs new coowner/stylist
to provide haircare to
HSU faculty, students, staff and
administration.
For information,
please call 288-0524.
11/13
WEDDING

DRESS—white

with

detachable train, size 10-12,
includes veil. Lace covered and

beading,

long sleeves,

sheath

style. $400
for all. 445-1816. 1016
BURTON

161

SNOWBOARD

$200, with Burton lowback custom
bindings. Burton comp boots $75,

HEAD snow jacket
$75. Just waxed
and tuned, all for $325. Call Joey
826-9539.

BROTHER
ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER/WORD
PROCESSOR
like new! Paper and
ink cartridge included. Must sell!
$100 OBO. Call Kevin 825-7528.
SEGA GENESIS CORE VIDEO
GAME SYSTEM— with two video

AD DESIGNER—work for The
Lumberjack
Newspaper.
Macintosh

driving record.
Payment
plans.
Fast service. Babehidkortan

required.

Familiarity with
th Adobe INustrator,
Photoshop and Pagemaker
desired. Call Pam 826-5921.

games,

like new!

COMIC
others.

BOOKS! Marvel, DC and
Must sell! Sacrifice $200

Kevin 825-7528.

Must sell! Call

OBO takes all 400+ comics.

Kevin 825-7528.

Call

:

View Luananjaats

THis WEEK

2

ith
12,
ath
10/16

and

Call

Duo Francine and Nymiah

workshop about International

¢ Club West presents
The California Hardbodies Female Oil
Wrestling Oct. 23 at 9 p.m. Advance tickets are $6 and $8 at the
door. Doors open at 8 p.m. 444-

hosts the Errol Previde Trio Sat-

CLUB.

urday. 822-5493.
¢ Deep Forest Pizza will host

Grab Bag

3928.

the Orbitones
from 811 p.m. and
um Blue
from 1 1 p.m.-1 a.m. Saturday there
will be a tribute to Bob Marley
from 9 p.m.-midnight with Roots
Massive. 668-5933.

On Stage

¢ Indigenous People’s Weck
continues today with a documentary film about the exploitation of
American Indian religions and
spirituality in Science B 135 from
7-9 p.m. Thursday there will be a
panel discussion
with several leaders in the American Indian community discussing various issues
of American Indians from 7-9 p.m.
in Science B 135.
¢ To help raise money for
Humboldt’s International Film

e “Inherit the Wind,” a play

¢ Hefe’s hosts Fetish with

based on the 1920s Scopes trial,
will be at the North Coast
tory Theatre, through Saturday.

Tommy Griggz on Friday and Old
School Funk on Saturday. 4434333.

442-NCRT.

¢ The Eureka Woman’s Club

day at the Eureka Woman’s Club,
16th and J Street. Members $15
and non-members $18. 445-9650.

Theatre
e Ferndale
presents
“Communicating
Doors” Thursday-Saturday at
8:15 p.m., with a matinee at 2:15
p-m. Sunday. 725-2378.
e Writer/performer Peter

will host the North Coast Honor

show, “Bosom
of Abraham,” Sat-

Wind Ensemble in a joint concert
Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. in Fulkerson
Recital Hall. Tickets are $5 gen-

Buchanan Room. He’s known for

Concert Series begins its season
with the Arlekin String Quartet,
a Russian-trained ensemble, Fri-

Festival, the movie, “Clerks,” will
be shown in Founders Hall 118

Buckley will premiere his new

¢ The HSU Symphonic Band

Saturday at 8 p.m. $2 donation.
826-4113.
© The Humboldt Arts Council

urday at 8 p.m. in the Kate

the humor and humanity in his
stories that feature humans in
strange, everyday situations. Tickets are $10 general and $5 for students and seniors. 826-3928.

eral and $2 for students and se-

niors. 826-5436.
¢ Charlie Musselwhite, Duke

Robillard and John Hammond
will be in concert at the Eureka

hosts an exhibit, “McVicker and

Friends, 14 Representational
Humboldt Painters,” through
Oct. 31, on E Street
in Old Town
Eureka. 442-0278.

¢ “Blood Root,” a play written

© The Farewell to Arms Race,

by Michael Pearce and directed by
John Heckel, will be at the Van
Duzer Theatre at 8 p.m. Thursday

High School Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Oct. 24. Doors open at 7 p.m. and

tickets are $18 at the Works.
concert with Pele

Kate Buchanan Room

a benefit for Citizens for Social
ility, will begin Saturday at 10.a.m. at St. Mary’s School

and Oct. 24. Tickets are $6. 8263566.

ts a dance

Juju at 8 p.m.

in the Arcata bottoms. Two, five

and 10 kilometer runs. 822-7005.
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Brakes (Free Inspection & Estimate)
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Repairs ¢Cooling Systems
Clutches ¢ Engine Overhauls

Electrical

4
aa
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Preventive
Maintenance & Tune-ups

AUTOMOTIVE
822-3770

(

513

J

Street,
SSE

¢ The Career
Center will havea

$5

Summer Jobs Internships today

Pub and Eatery

¢ CenterArts

and Heartbeat at 7 p.m. Thursday

Thursday 4-5 p.m. with Sharon
Chadwick in Library 207.

ae

<li

Loaner

Arcata
a

DATSUN

GMS

<q

OR

LOSER

HONDA

@

Bikes
ND

bupaRru

aa
Available
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concert

GtO0é

KAI KLN tonight at 8. The group
combines elements of ‘60s and
*70s rock with early ‘80s metal
and hardcore punk. Advance tickets are $5 and $7 at the door. 444CLUB.
¢ Delphinium Blue will be on
the Quad from noon-! p.m. Friday.
> Cafe Mokka hosts Chubritza
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. 822-2228.

Pick of

—
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drop-ins every Thursday noon-1
p-m. inthe Siemens Hall 118 Computer Lab and electronic tutorials every Monday 8:30-9 a.m. with
Martha Johansen; meet at the Library Information desk or every

Food Not Bombs benefit

@

© Club West presentsrockgroup

Wednesday,Oct. 16, 1996

at 6:30 p.m. in Founders Hall 163.
826-3341.
¢ Earthfirst! rally on the Arcata
Plaza at noon for the Headwaters.
¢ Earthfirst! will host a Critical
Mass Bike Ride
at 2 p.m. from the
Arcata Plaza to the county jail in
Eureka and back to the Plaza. At 5
p-m. there will begin a rally for the
National Day of Protest Against
Police Brutality on the Plaza.

Workshops
¢ Relationships workshop,
“Endings and Beginnings (and
everything in between),” for
single or married men and women
continues today from 3-4:30 p.m.
A pre-interview appointment is
needed. 826-3236.
¢ There will be a Stress and
Relaxation workshop at the
Counseling and Psychological Services Group 223 today from noon1 p.m. with Marcy Pomeroy,
Thursday from 5-6 p.m. with
O’Neill and Tuesday
with David McMurray from 4-5
p.m. 826-3236.
¢ Lost in cyberspace? Internet

¢ There will be a Leadership
Conference in the Kate Buchanan
Room Saturday from 8:30 a.m.-4
p.m. The fee is $8. Sign up at the
Clubs office.
¢ The Career Center will havea
workshop about International
Summer Jobs Interviews Monday from 1-4 p.m. in Nelson Hall
East 106 and a workshop about
Job Search Strategies for Graduating Students Tuesday at noon
in Nelson Hall West 232. 8263341

Town Hall
Meetings
¢ The Associated Students will
meet at 6:30 p.m. on Monday.
e Arcata City Council will meet
tonight at 7:30 in the Council
Chambers at City Hall.
¢ Humboldt County Board of
Supervisors will meet on Tues-

day at 9 a.m. at 825 Fifth St. Eureka. 445-7509.
ARE R
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Mini Storage
eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies
eSqeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed

180 F Street ¢ Arcata e CA,
822-2200
(800) 655-0522
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Wednesday, Oct. 16, 199%

The Lumberjacic

NEW ¢ USED ¢ SECONDS ¢ RENTALS

° Bicycling
¢ Backpacking
e Paddlesports

OCTOBER 19, 1996 © 11:00 a.m. ~ 4:00 p.m.
All sales are final.

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT

Limited to stock on hand.

|

TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS * INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS

¢
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CAPPUCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY

Reece

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

oT

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm

Fri & Sat: noonto 1 am
© GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «

ARCATA ¢ CALL
a

ae

822-2228
SOT

ae
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